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We as editors tried to make the magazine much more accessible by adding a link to each article
as included in the Table of Contents, which gives you direct access to the article itself. Any
suggestion is most welcome.

At all times remember Severe ME:
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https://youtu.be/BoVvJzmmVWg

3. Editorial
Dear friends,
We hereby present the 23rd edition of the ME Global Chronicle,
with which we attempt to create a worldwide ME chain of solidarity and
information. Hence the abundance of information relating to Millions Missing and
ME awareness day on May 12th, and several recent developments in research.
We can’t repeat it enough: do not be scared away by its length and don’t want to
read it all, only what’s interesting. Click on any article that interests you in the
Table of Contents and you’ll be sent there right away! Should you wish to return,
you can click ‘Back to the Table of Contents’ at the bottom of the page.
Due to the formation of advice by the Dutch Health Council’s ME/CFS committee
being postponed, the running time of the petition against the composition of this
committee has also been duly extended. Please sign and propagate the message:
http://bit.ly/22r5cKN
Dr. Richard Podell, our established staff member of research, messaged us
about his decision to finish his current active job and retire. It is not clear whether
he will continue to make contributions to this magazine. We’re thankful for all of
Rich’s valuable efforts and deliveries since the very first edition of the ME Global
Chronicle.
On August 12th, a grand ME symposium will take place at Stanford University,
organized by Dr. Linda Tannenbaum and Dr. Ron Davis. We hope to be able
to write a preliminary report on this symposium in August’s edition.
Also, please notify us of anything you wish to see in next month’s publication. The
deadline for August’s submissions is August 10th, but don’t wait for it. Many
thanks to the increasing number of followers that contribute to this magazine;
without you, it would’ve been doomed by now. Take a peek at our Facebook wall
when you have the energy, too:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/TheMEGlobalChronicle/
Be good to others, especially your fellow patients, but even more especially,
yourself. And enjoy the small things in life, while you still can.

The editors, June 21th, 2017
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4. PACE
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Further Commentary On The
PACE Trial
Further commentary on the PACE trial: Biased methods and unreliable outcomes
With this title, a follow-up paper by Keith Geraghty has been published by the
Journal of Health and Psychology, of which we include the last three paragraphs.
Criticism versus validation
The PACE authors claim that they have adequately responded to criticisms about
the PACE trial. It is important to remember that the last stop on a scientific papers’
journey to ‘acceptance’ is the public and wider scientific community – here the
PACE authors have failed to be convincing. The majority of invited expert
commentaries in the Journal of Health Psychology echo the concerns raised in
Geraghty (2016).
The PACE authors suggest the National Institute of Clinical Excellence, NHS
Choices and the Lancet, all agree that PACE offers the ‘best evidence’ that CBT
and GET are safe and effective treatments for CFS (White et al., 2017). This
claim demonstrates the import of this trial and consequently the import of
reanalysis of trial outcomes and recent critiques of the trial. Most health
authorities do not have time to scrutinise the methods and conduct of every
clinical trial, this is a role the scientific community (and increasingly stakeholders)
take on. The PACE authors suggest their findings are ‘good news for patients’.
However, recent reanalysis of findings, special commentaries and this article,
arguably offer patients more accurate information about the limited benefits of
CBT and GET as treatments for ME/CFS.
Data transparency
There is a contemporary movement for transparency in science, particularly in
clinical trials. The PACE authors state they support this principle, yet they withheld
data from interested parties for many years. They write, ‘This is an ethical
position, respecting patients’ rights …’ (White et al., 2017). However, did PACE
trial participants really ask for scientific data not to be shared, or did participants
simply ask that no personal identifiable information (PIIs) be disclosed? – The
latter seems more plausible.
The Information Tribunal ruled that the sharing of data from PACE is in the public
interest (HMTS, 2016). However, data from PACE continues to be withheld from
requesters. To build trust in science and to enhance the power of data, it is
important data from clinical trials are made more openly available. PACE is a
publicly funded trial (almost £5 million); it would be unreasonable to require other
researchers to replicate such a trial. Funding bodies must make data-sharing a
requirement of any research grant in future.
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Conclusion
Patients and clinicians deserve reliable information regarding ‘best evidence’.
PACE is a controversial trial that does not stand up well to close scrutiny. The
majority of participants in the trial did not recover and the majority were not
substantially functionally improved. Participants in PACE were drawn from milder
cases, with more severe cases excluded. Reanalysis of part of the trial data
suggests the benefits of CBT and GET were over-stated, the result of changes to
the trial protocol.
Most of the modest benefit reported in PACE rests on subjective accounts of
improvement. Findings from the trial have been terminally damaged by the way
in which the trial was conducted, with a lack of care for treatment fidelity and
contamination – so much so, that doctors, commissioners and patients can have
little faith in the outcomes reported. It may be that the best thing to emerge from
the PACE trial will be an impetus to improve the way in which trials are funded,
conducted, overseen and reported – with data being made available for reanalysis
in future.
Evidence from PACE suggests that CBT and GET are not curative treatments for
CFS; recovery rates are low using these treatments. The PACE trial is a seminal
contemporary example of how ‘evidence’ is a fluid construct – not an absolute.
Trial outcomes are shaped by trial design choices, thus it is imperative ‘evidence’
is interpreted with appropriate caution and data from trials is accessible. There is
a clear need for more research in ME/CFS, particularly better understanding of
illness aetiology, pathogenesis and pathophysiology.

Keith J Gerarthy, June 14, 2017
Full text: Sage Journal of Health and Psychology, SAGE
http://journals.sagepub.com/eprint/iXpCNJk6zd34nFpSy4NK/full
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Dangerous Exercise.
The detrimental effects of exertion and orthostatic
Encephalomyelitis and chronic fatigue syndrome

stress

in

Myalgic

Exercise, especially regular exercise, is known to have has various beneficial
effects on the health status. However, immunological, stress and other responses
to physical activity are dysregulated exercise can become detrimental to health.
Looking at the evidence so far, this latter observation seems also to be applicable
to Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME) and chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS). Although
ME and CFS are often declared to be synonyms, the diagnostic criteria define two
distinct clinical entities.
ME is primarily defined by muscle weakness (and myalgia) after a minor exertion
lasting for days and characteristic neurological features, while CFS is primarily
defined by (unexplained, incapacitating) chronic fatigue. Although ME and CFS are
to be considered to be two distinct, partially overlapping, diagnostic labels, the
Institute of Medicine confirmed that post-exertional “malaise”, defined as a
prolonged aggravation of typical symptoms (e.g. “brain fog”/ cognitive deficits
and muscle and joint pain) is the hallmark feature of “ME/CFS”.
Despite this methodologic hurdle, i.e. research into mixed ME and/or CFS patient
populations, various characteristic aberrations have been found repetitively.
Exercise-related abnormalities are associated with
energetic abnormalities, which seem to be amplified by exertion, including
mitochondrial dysfunction, (very) low oxygen uptake, reduced oxygen
supply to muscles and brain, and excessive acidosis and recovery from
exercise-induced acid;
muscular abnormalities related to exercise;
increased pain sensitivity and lower pain threshold induced by exercise;
long-lasting oxidative stress in response to exercise;
cardiovascular abnormalities;
deviant autonomic responses to exertion and orthostatic stress;
neurological abnormalities in relation to exercise;
immunologic abnormalities after exertion;
exercise-induced gastro-intestinal abnormalities, including bacterial
translocation;
attenuated stress responses to exercise; and
ion channel dysfunction during rest and in response to exercise. These
abnormalities can plausibly explain post-exertional “malaise” in ME/CFS.
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Physical deconditioning is not a perpetuating factor in ME/CFS. Deconditioning also
cannot account for the aberrations observed, especially since various studies have
used sedentary controls, e.g..
Deconditioning also cannot explain the profound fall in exercise capacity
(maximum oxygen uptake/workload and/or oxygen uptake/workload at the
anaerobic threshold) at a second exercise test and the inability of ME/CFS patients
to reproduce VO2peak 24 hours later.
Interestingly, recent studies observed a hypometabolic state, which was
characterized by one study as ‘dauer’. Although male and female patients seem
to compensate differently, these studies show ‘inadequate ATP generation by
oxidative phosphorylation and excessive lactate generation upon exertion’.
So, while the deconditioning hypothesis seems tempting, graded exercise
protocols seem to have detrimental effects on many patients.
In the case of ME/CFS it is wise to acknowledge the potential dangers of exercise
to avoid iatrogenic harm

Frank N.M. Twisk
Source: http://bit.ly/2s6mCnC
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5. Dutch Citizen Initiative
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ME Is Not MUPS
ME Is Not MUPS: Change Dutch Health Council Committee and adhere to the advisory
report assignment
Due to the fact the formulating advices on ME to be given to the Dutch Parliament by the
Health Council of the Netherlands has been delayed with at least 5 months (see News
from Holland in this issue), this petition is being extended to at least the end of June. So
please continue to sign!
http://bit.ly/2e2Nsq7
Among ME patients there is no public support for a Dutch Health Council Committee with
members denying ME as a chronic, complex, multisystem disease (ICD G93.3) or equating
it to “MUPS”, (Medically Unexplained Physical Symptoms), a functional syndrome, a
somatoform disorder (ICD F45), neurasthenia (ICD F48) or unexplained fatigue (ICD
R53).
We, Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME) patients and all those who recognize the
severity and nature of this biomedical disease
Observe that the Dutch Health Council Committee composition is incompatible
with the state of the scientific knowledge, of which the Dutch Health Council is
aware (WHO recognition ME 1969, ICD G93.3, the Institute of Medicine refers to a
chronic, complex, multisystem disease with symptoms that can be explained by
objectifiable physical abnormalities as described in thousands of scientific
publications),
•

nor does it fit the advisory report assignment given by Parliament (an
advisory report about ME),

•

ME is not MUPS! The Dutch Health Council should select the best
available expertise, relevant to this disease, but fails to do so

And request to adjust the composition of the Dutch Health Council Committee.
Input of patients should be taken as the guiding principle. After all, the Citizen’s
Initiative “Recognize ME” was the direct reason for the advisory report assignment.
They together with the patient organizations have submitted, at the request of the
Dutch Health Council, names of (international) ME experts, who are willing to
participate (none of them from the MUPS/Mental Health Care field!). The fact that
the Dutch Health Council nonetheless prefers irrelevant MUPS and Mental Health
Care professionals, that were not suggested to them, over international ME
expertise, is unacceptable.
The Dutch Health Council must adhere to its advisory report assignment!
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Cartoon Djanko
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6. Grassroot
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Through The Shadowlands
Through the Shadowlands: A Science Writer’s Odyssey into an Illness Science
Doesn’t Understand
Science journalist Julie Rehmeyer was so sick she sometimes couldn’t turn over
in bed. The top specialists in the world were powerless to help, and scientific
research on her disease was at a near standstill. She was running out of money.
And she was all alone, with no one to care for her.
Having exhausted the plausible ideas, Rehmeyer turned to an implausible one.
She followed the advice of strangers she’d met on the Internet. They struck her
as crazy—but they had recovered from chronic fatigue syndrome as severe as
hers.
Leaving behind everything she owned, she drove into the desert, testing the
theory that mold in her home and belongings was making her sick. Stripped of
the life she’d known and the future she’d imagined, Rehmeyer felt as though she
were going to the desert to die.
But she didn’t die. She used her scientific savvy and investigative journalism skills
to find a path to wellness—and uncovered how shocking scientific neglect and
misconduct had forced her, and millions of others, to go it alone. In stunning
prose, Rehmeyer describes how her illness transformed her understanding of
science, medicine and spirituality.

Three reviews:
“Harrowing, raw and frequently inspiring... She writes as she has been forced to
live: with great inner strength and determination.” — Washington Post

“Only a brilliant science writer could possibly traverse the mysterious landscape
of America’s most misunderstood affliction with such grace. From the politics of
scientific research to the far reaches of alternative medicine; from the nitty gritty
of molecules to the depths of raw emotion ― this is a riveting story that will change
lives. “— Joan Borysenko, New York Times bestselling author of Minding the
Body, Mending the Mind
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“Julie Rehmeyer’s self-taught journey through the murky world of mycotoxins,
which she shares so eloquently in this book, has helped our whole clinical team
change our protocols. With the help of the expert training of the American
Academy of Environmental Medicine, we are now testing and treating people with
mycotoxin poisoning. It is wonderful to see people getting better!”
— Nancy Klimas, Director of the Institute for Neuro Immune Medicine and
Professor of Medicine at Nova Southeastern University

Source: https://www.julierehmeyer.com/throughtheshadowlands
Book to be had from:
Amazon: http://amzn.to/2s3rvyy
Indiebound: http://bit.ly/2r8wSNz
Ibooks: http://apple.co/2rI24C1
Barnes&Noble: http://bit.ly/2rT6Uuk
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A Troubling Truth
In this important and moving paper (http://bit.ly/2rVHWfJ) Dr Claudia Gillberg
reflects on her own experience of living with the chronic illness, myalgic
encephalomyelitis or ME. She describes the multiple and reinforcing challenges
she and others face as they try to find their place as full citizens in a society that
has become confused about human value.
Imagine that you become disabled by long-term or chronic illness; then imagine
that your disability is hard to see or, even worse, disputed by powerful
professionals with a vested interest in rejecting your reality. Imagine that you lose
your status and role within a highly valued community; then imagine that it is
near impossible to reconnect to family, friends, colleagues or even those who
share your disability. People with ME often face these layers of interlocking
injustices, and they find that the welfare state, rather than an ally is part of the
problem.
You can find hope in this essay. Social media, new forms of activism and learning
and new forms of community life are all possible. But the troubling truth is that
where injustice becomes invisible then the road to restoration is long and it
challenges all of us.

“To become chronically ill is to enter a reality inconceivable to the healthy, a reality
of exclusion, from work, family, friends and the entirety of our previous existence.”
“Activism has always been a force for political and social change and whenever
activists succeeded in making inroads into higher education they eventually
became catalysts for change.”

Claudia Gillberg
Published by Centre for Welfare Reform http://bit.ly/2rVHWfJ
A Troubling Truth © Claudia Gillberg 2016.
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ME(CFS) Awareness Days & Months In The USA
This page of ME-pedia was brought to our notice and regards recognition of 12th May as
ME-Awarenessday in several states and cities of the USA. Yet in just a few cases this
applied to just ME, and in very few cases it concerned more than one day of one year. It
shows how tedious the process of raising awareness of the severity of ME is, but also that
it can pay off. It would be great to know what these proclamations entailed in actual
practice. Just let us know, if you know.
Kindly mail to info@let-me.be if your town or state is missing, with source
Proclamations re. acknowledgement ME/CFS Awareness day/month
States:
California
May 12, 2017 & each May in future: ME/CFS day & -month
Massachusetts
May 12, 2017
ME- day
New Jersey
May 2017
ME/CFS- month
North Carolina
May 12, 2017
ME, FM, Lyme & MCS day
Cities:
Anaheim CA
Cambridge MA
Elk Grove, CA
Grand Rapids, MI
Houston, TX
Los Angeles, CA
Knoxville, TN
Montgomery, MD
Northampton, MA
Phoenix, AZ
Pittsfield, MA
Sacramento, CA
San Francisco, CA
Springfield, OH
Washington, NC
West Sacramento, CA

May 12, 2015
May 12, 2017
May 12, 2016
May 2012
May 12, 2016
May 12, 2016
May 12, 2017
no date on procl.
May 12 each yr
May 12, 2016
May 12, 2017
May 12, 2016
May 12, 2017
May 12, 2015
May 12, 2017
May 12, 2016

ME/CFS & FM-day
ME-day
ME/CFS-day
ME-month
CFS, FM & MCS-day
ME/CFS-day
ME-CFS-day
CFS-day
ME-day, from 2017 onwards
ME/CFS-day
ME-day
ME/CFS-day
ME/CFS-day
ME, FM, Lyme & MCS-day
ME, FM, Lyme & MCS-day
ME/CFS-day

Source: http://me-pedia.org/wiki/United_States_proclamations
with al original proclamations in pdfs
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Forgotten Plague
I'll be heading to Rome, Italy July 14th and then
backpacking
through
Geneva,
Paris,
Brussels/Bruges, and Amsterdam through July
27th.
I'll meet with friends in various cities, but let me
know if you'll be in the area around then. I'd love to
meet up!

Please donate to further our mission here:
http://theblueribbonfoundation.org/donate/

Ryan Prior
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An Incredible Community
The response from the community to my campaign has
been incredible--beyond what I imagined when I
launched it a few weeks ago. I’ve been enormously
touched and heartened by the donations and comments.
I certainly didn’t think I would have to consider what I’d
do if I over-shot my goal of $60,000.
But yesterday the donations passed $55,000, and that
has triggered Erica Verillo’s amazingly generous $5000
matching contribution. I’ve now secured my half-time
position for the next 12 months, with 10 days more to
go in this campaign. So I need to explain why I hope
people continue to donate.
Donation button: http://bit.ly/2rPPbTc
PACE-busting is a big, big job! Basically, more donations will allow me to do more.
Over the last year or so, I’ve been asked by many people in many countries—
Australia as well as across Europe, in addition to the U.K.--to visit and expose the
harms caused by their own domestic PACE/CBT/GET ideological brigades.
Since February of 2016, I’ve gone to the UK four times and once to the
Netherlands, for research and interviews as well as talks in Amsterdam, Belfast
and London. I have travelled as cheaply as possible, crashing with friends and
sometimes staying in hostels--I haven’t noticed many others of my advanced age
in these dormitory rooms! But the costs have still added up.
In the next 12 months, I hope to go to Australia, because the situation there is
awful, and take at least two more times to the U.K. and hopefully to one or more
of the other European countries suffering under this terrible burden. In addition
to conducting research and interviews, I will seek to arrange talks to both patient
groups and professional/academic audiences; these talks, I have seen, are an
important means of spreading awareness of what’s gone on.
I will budget up to $10,000 for travel—about half for Australia, and the other half
for Europe. Any additional funds will be used to extend my Berkeley appointment
proportionally beyond next June 30th--for a month, two months, or whatever.
Before the end of the campaign, I am hoping to post another couple of blogs. One
is about an 87-year-old retired GP who was patient #234 in the Royal Free
outbreak. The second is about an issue I have tip-toed around and finally raised
in my Invest in ME talk: Is PACE a case of scientific misconduct? (It’s probably not
hard to figure out what my answer will be.)
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What else will I be working on over the next year? I plan to smack down the recent
Cochrane review, which was able to conclude that GET worked only because of
the egregious decision to include PACE and other Oxford criteria studies. I plan to
look at the challenges people face in obtaining desperately needed help from
government agencies and insurance companies.
I plan to examine the PACE investigators’ conflicts of interests, including their
intervention in specific cases in which patients have sought benefits. I want to
track down other surviving patients from the Royal Free outbreak, and to
deconstruct the 1970 paper that reinterpreted that that seminal event as a case
of mass hysteria. And so on.
I certainly have my work cut out for me! Even though I have reached my initial
ambitious fund-raising goal, every additional contribution will be put towards a
single purpose--helping me bust the false PACE/CBT/GET paradigm for good.

David Tuller, June 20, 2017
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Marathon Mike - Luxembourg
Ahead of the Luxembourg Night
Marathon, my good friend Juli
managed to track down one of the
estimated 2000 ME sufferers there. I
interviewed Katja who told me about
her struggle for diagnosis and what it
is like for patients in the Grand Duchy,
click here to read. I had some great
coverage ahead of the race from
UKRunChat and Yorkshire Times.
I knew this race would be the toughest
in terms of altitude but I had no idea
that it would come amidst a freak
heatwave with daytime temps hitting
34C!
We got up at 5am for the
morning flight on race day and walked around 4 or 5 miles getting from the Expo
to our hotel and then on to chill out in the park/shade before walking up to face
the race.
There was a great buzz and huge crowds of runners at the start line up at Luxexpo.
Jostling for shade and water it was difficult to stay calm and cool with the sun
blazing and 15,000 runners all in a cramped car park. Trying to ignore the horrific
Euro-pop I put on my hat and wandered over into the pen. It took a good 20
minutes to get over the start line and within a few hundred yards I was already
leaking water (usually takes a good 2 miles in the UK for me to start sweating!).
I'd realised standing in the pen that this was going to be more about completing
than doing it for a good time. I've only felt that way once before when I ran
Toulouse through injury in October and it's not a nice feeling knowing that you've
trained hard but conditions make it impossible to do as well as you'd like.
But I had to get over it quickly as marathon running requires real concentration
and you have to banish all negativity to get round in one piece. We started with
a 4-5 mile lap around the Expo, water stations were a farce unfortunately. With
10,000 runners ahead of us (an annoying mix of half, relay and full marathon
entrants) already and a queue about 4-5 people deep like the local pub on a
matchday they just couldn't pour it quickly enough. Tiny cups were getting halffilled, some people were panicking, elbows were up and it all got a bit ugly. I
wasted at least 3 minutes at the first one trying to get served. Grrrr.

Read more: http://www.mikeseumarathons.eu/luxembourg-lux-may-2017.html
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Unrest (Canary In A Coalmine)
Canary in a Coal Mine is now "UNREST"
Jessica Taylor-Bearman is a woman
who helped me find the faith that I would
not die, that I could live with and in spite
of this disease, that eventually, I would
find a way back to myself. From age 14,
she was bedridden with severe ME - nearly
a decade - and yet has managed to live a
big, beautiful life.
Yesterday, I did something I thought I
would never have the strength or health
to do - I traveled across the ocean and to
Kent to meet her. In 3D!! Jessica has
meant more to me and my survival than
she can ever know. More than that, she
taught me that no matter how little we
have,
our
only
choice/greatest
strength/saving grace is to give and to love. (She is also one of the superstars of
Unrest! and the author of a forthcoming memoir, A Girl Behind Dark Glasses.)

We are so thrilled and grateful to share the news
that Unrest has won TWO major awards at
Sheffield Doc/Fest, the film's UK premiere!
The feature film won the Illuminate Award,
supported by the Wellcome Trust, which
"celebrates vibrant and innovative filmmaking
inspired by scientific understanding." Our work in
progress virtual reality experience, Unrest VR,
won the Alternate Realities VR Award, which
honors the best virtual reality project.
We are thrilled for how this recognition will help
Director/Producer Jennifer Brea and
support the launch, life and impact of Unrest in
Producer Lindsey Dryden
Britain and beyond, as we look toward the
theatrical release of Unrest this fall and our campaign to engage doctors, scientists
and the public.
The buzz and the love around the film all festival has been incredible. Our first
screening sold out within days, prompting the Sheffield Doc/Fest to add a second
showing.
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It was amazing to look out at a packed house and
see so many people with (visible) disabilities among
the audience — folks with wheelchairs, walking
sticks, and scooters among them — and to be
welcomed with such warmth and enthusiasm by the
patient community as well as festival goers and
members of the general public who prior to watching
Unrest, didn't know about ME.
During the Q&A after our premiere, a woman in the
back row, tears welling, stood up, pointed at the
empty screen and said, "That's me. That's my life!"
Co-directors Amaury La Burthe and
It was an indescribable moment for me personally.
Jennifer Brea
I made this film in large part because I was craving
stories to help me face the most profound and difficult experience of my life. I
can't imagine a better reason to do this work. So, thank you!! We have already
done so much together (and we're only at the beginning!)
I want to give a special shout out
to our VR supporters, Diana
Barrett, Kat Phillips, and Nion
McEvoy & Leslie Berriman and
our entire VR team, especially my
co-creator, Amaury LaBurthe.
My gratitude also to the entire
Sheffield team, the Wellcome
Trust, and our entire film & impact
campaign teams, especially Kim
Roberts, Lindsey Dryden, Trish
Gillespie, Alysa Nahmais, Anne
Hjorth,
Debbie
Hoffmann,
Regina
Scully,
Lynda
Weinman, Dan Cogan, Ian
Darling, Donna Wilson, Lisa
Gunn, Jenny Raskin, Mitch &
Debbie Menaged, Christian Lauren, Sam Heesen, Emiliano Battista, Jim
LeBrecht and Bear McCreary.
This has been such an incredible experience, these past two weeks - attending
Invest in ME, meeting so many incredible researchers, patients, carers, allies and
activists from the world - there is so much movement happening right now on so
many different fronts. I can't help but feel more hopeful for the future than ever!
HELP US SEIZE THE MOMENT.
We plan to come back to the UK in a big way this fall, with both the film and the
virtual reality exhibit.
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To do that, we need to build a team of
experts
in
public
engagement,
grassroots film distribution, and public
relations.
We
aim
to
organise
screenings of Unrest in parliament, at
major British medical and scientific
organisations, and at universities,
medical schools, and in partnership
with community organisations across
the country.
But we can't do it without you!
We need your support in order to make
this campaign possible.
And now, thanks to our partnership with BRITDOC, UK taxpayers can make taxfree donations to support UNREST.
Make a tax-free donation: http://www.unrest.film/uk-donations
Every contribution, no matter how large or small, helps. So many of us patients
have little to give, so if you can't donate, share so that others who might be in a
position to support us can learn about the campaign. And if you can give, thank
you so much for your support and for the impact you can have for so many.
Together, we can change the narrative, grow the movement, and stimulate more
research and investment in the search for a cure.

Jen
https://www.facebook.com/unrestfilm
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7. Karina Hansen, Save4Children
Link to the donation button:
http://let-me.be/page.php?11
Karina Hansen is the second child the fund
Save4Children is focusing on, since German
Joanne did return home in July 2015. Inquiries with her mother didn’t result into
information about her present state, so we presume Joanne’s still free.
Karina is home as well, but her freedom is still being threatened by ‘her’
psychiatrist Nils Balle Christensen of Aarhus as ME-patient and -activist Bente
Stenfalk so aptly describes in the article preceding this appeal. As long she’s not
completely out of danger, she will remain our main focus, both from the aspect of
information and from trying to help her and her parents with legal procedures to
get her unhelpful guardian off her case.
As explained in earlier issues, it is of great importance donations will continue for
obvious reasons. A proficient lawyer in such a complicated case doesn’t work pro
deo.
For more detailed information read Valerie Eliot Smith’s in-depth blogs about
Karina (https://valerieeliotsmith.com/)
Once Karina is in save haven by being relieved of her guardian and thus being
completely independent, we suggest we’ll consider requests of Dr. Nigel Speight
to financially support cases of British children with ME being threatened with
enforced custodial placements.
Since last issue € 20,= has been received. Thanks to both givers!
Please continue to donate via https://let-me.be/page.php?11 as the effects of
your donations are obvious, helping to give back already two young ME-patients
their freedom instead of an uncertain institutionalized life at the hands of
‘caregivers’ who only care for their own career and wages.

The editors
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Karina Hansen, The Current
Situation
Karina Hansen’s case far from over
Unfortunately, the case of Karina Hansen is far from over
yet.
Since the fall of 2016 Karina Hansen has lived at her parents
where she is slowly getting better. When she came home, her
muscles were stiffened by too high doses of Olanzapin, so she could only move
with rigid movements.
The psychiatric coercive treatments have caused her PTSD with subsequent
flashbacks, but after returning home and after the Olanzapin dose she received at
Hammel's residence has been reduced, she got much better and has fewer
flashbacks right now.
At the residence in Hammel, Karina Hansen got 10 mg Olanzapine at 15 and 21
PM = 20 mg per day.
After the reduction of the dosage by Dr. Stig Gerdes, Karina Hansen got:
7.5 mg Olanzapin at 15 PM+ 5 mg at 21 PM = 12.5 mg a day.
After psychiatrist Mogens Undén reduced dose further, Karina Hansen now gets
10 mg Olanzapin as one single take in the evening.
I’m giving such a detailed account of her medicine dosage, because doctor Stig
Gerdes's authorization was taken from him by the Danish Board of Patients’
Safety, allegedly because he diminished a dosage without discussing it first with
psychiatrist Nils Balle Christensen (even though Christensen at that time
wasn’t Karina's psychiatrist anymore), and with Karina’s guardian, Kaj
Stendorf.
However, Karina Hansen since then is being treated by a highly reputed and
respected psychiatrist, Mogens Undén, who lowered the dose still further,
indicating that the Patient Safety Board had acted unreasonably when it took Stig
Gerdes's authorization.
Blood samples from May 3, 2017 shew that the concentration Olanzapine at Stig
Gerdes' reduced dose was 141 in plasma, which was still at the high end, with a
permissible level between 25 and 150. Calculating back the level Karina Hansen
must have been exposed to was 225, which could have been fatal.
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Mogens Undéns further reduced dose is therefore more appropriate, but the goal
is total withdrawal, as Karina Hansen does not have to struggle with anything
other than her ME, which still makes her tired so she has to rest several times a
day. But her mood is getting better and she actively participates in her everyday
life as far as she can.
She takes small walks everyday and she actively participates in the choice of the
family's daily food purchases and in cooking. She’s also able to shop for her own
use and room. The family's cats give Karina Hansen moments of fun, and TV
shows are followed with great pleasure. She wants to get rid of her guardian, but
the court at Holstebro does not make things easy.
The Citizens' Movement did find a lawyer, Christina Poblador, who wrote a letter
to the State Administration to get rid of the guard and Save4Children paid her
fees, for which all of us are very grateful. Christina Poblador, however, went on
maternity leave and handed over the matter to her colleague, Bjørn Dilou
Jacobsen whom the court in Holstebro however suddenly judged unauthorized.
The court considers Christina Poblador to be Karina’s parents’ lawyer and as
such a colleague from the same law-firm is not allowed to handle Karina’s own
interests, they state. There may be opposing wishes between Karina and her
parents is the argument, a claim which could be cleared if the Court would ask
Karina Hansen about her opinion on the matter. Both Karina Hansen and her
parents would like to get Karina relieved of her guardianship, so as such there
are no conflicts of interest.
After the court in Holstebro declared lawyer Bjørn Dilou Jacobsen as
unauthorized it itself appointed a lawyer for Karina, in the person of Per BroeAndersen a specialist in real estate cases.
After consultation with the family the civil rights movement has requested that
the trial be postponed until a medical certificate from Mogens Undén has been
completed but the Court till so far did not respond as to whether it will concede
this request.
So, at the time of writing we do not know whether in the near future there will be
a lawsuit with the appointed lawyer, whom we hope really wants to help Karina
Hansen and will make himself thoroughly familiar with this guardianship case.
We can just hope, but knowing how many illegalities are hidden in that case, the
question arises as to whether the Holstebro Court, like so many others in this
case, has strong interests in the fact that Karina Hansen remains under
guardianship.

Bente Larsen, June 20, 2017
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8. Science
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The Unutmaz Code In Decoding
ME
Dr. Derya Unutmaz, an immunologist connected to the NYU School of Medicine,
is particularly specialized in knowledge pertaining to T cells. People managed to
persuade him to look at the functioning of T cells in samples taken from 50 ME
patients registered in the Solve ME/CFS bio bank.
T cells which - like B cells - form in bone marrow, are activated once a hostile
pathogen invades the body, and are subdivided into multiple types:
Regulatory T cells that suppress or relax the immune response once the
hostiles have been taken care of.
Th1 cells which combat bacteria/viruses and are contributory to autoimmunity.
Th2 cells which fight parasites and play a role in allergies/asthma.
Th17 cells which fight bacteria/fungi and contribute to auto-immunity and
inflammation.
T cells also record a memory of the pathogen they combat.
The digestive system is inhabited by trillions of bacteria which are capable of truly
causing chaos when a couple million of them manage to end up in the blood
stream. The beneficial bacteria turn into adverse ones first, and it is not an easy
task to fight against them without incurring collateral damage to one’s own tissue.
Considering the inflammation without the original pathogen having to still be
present, this is being viewed as one of the fundamental triggers of ME, and hence
why a large amount of research is being devoted to analyzing the gastrointestinal
flora. By using flow cytometry, Unumatz is able to mark individual cells as specific
antibodies or types of B and/or T cells, and in turn determine around 200 different
sub-populations of immune cells. He can isolate them, activate them and observe
the cytokines (various molecules which play a role in the immune system)
produced by them.
Personalized medicine.
Especially with a condition like ME, the methods of acquiring the illness and how
it develops are very individualized most of the time. Hence the saying “there are
as many forms of ME as there are patients”, as generalized as that may sound.
Low-grade inflammations can potentially be just as destructive as acute ones and
are dubbed ‘silent killers’ due to being associated with almost every lethal illness
in the western world. According to Unutmaz, ME could also be classified as such.
He wants the landscape of immunity regarding said illnesses to surface to
researchable level (because only then is it possible to act accordingly) and has
already collected immune information from thousands of patients- including the
aforementioned 50 ME sufferers. Then, he used a ‘system-biological approach’ to
thoroughly detail how the various ailments manifest themselves in chronic
inflammation.
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Then follows the main question: what causes an underlying inflammatory
circumstance to evolve into ME, heart conditions, diabetes or cancer?
The logical conclusion is that he duly draws conclusions which can point at
personal solutions, such as ‘reprogramming’ the immune system to the point
where it no longer requires medication (or so he believes)
Unumatz noticed that researchers are only getting started in gathering
knowledge surrounding the gut flora’s impact on the human body. For example,
in HIV, is it not the virus that plays the game after infection, but the inflammation
which releases the virus in an active state, causing damage to the intestinal
system. This is how bacteria ‘leak’ from the intestines into the blood stream.
Unumatz is one of the ten researchers/research groups which have requested
subsidy from the NIH in respect to the announced FOAs earlier this year. We hope
to hear more news regarding him and his work in the future.

Source: Health Rising (http://bit.ly/2sJAUrS)
Extracted & additional info by ME Centraal
https://www.facebook.com/MECentraal/
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Dysregulation Of Cytokine
Pathways In Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome And Multiple Sclerosis
Matthew Sorenson,
Jacob Furst,
Herbert Mathews
& Leonard A. Jason
First published: June 7, 2017

Abstract
Background: Cytokine studies in chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) have yielded
mixed findings.
Purpose: This investigation evaluated whether network analysis of cytokine
production differs between patients with CFS and multiple sclerosis (MS) as
compared to a reference group of healthy controls.
Methods: Three subgroups (N = 109) were included: 15 participants who met
diagnostic criteria for CFS, 57 participants meeting criteria for MS, and 37 controls.
Peripheral blood was obtained and production of a select cytokine profile was
determined from stimulated and unstimulated mononuclear cells. Data were
generated through the use of a multi-analyte bead suspension array. Pairwise
associations were determined for each group, and these associations were used
to create a graphical representation of the data. The graph was clustered using
an eigenvector community algorithm and results visualized using edges to model
the correlations by color and thickness to show direction and strength.
Results: The control and MS groups produced a three-neighborhood relationship
regardless of cell condition. While producing a three-neighborhood relationship,
the MS group differed significantly from the control group as it displayed stronger
relationships among pro-inflammatory cytokines. In contrast, the CFS group
displayed a three-neighborhood solution when unstimulated. However, when cells
from the CFS group were stimulated, a two-neighborhood model was found that
exhibited stronger inter-cytokine correlations. The model found in CFS was
significantly different from that found in the control and MS groups.
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Conclusion: CFS was characterized by a pattern of global immunologic activation
using network analysis, fundamentally different from those found for either MS or
control groups.

Source: Taylor & Francis Online http://bit.ly/2rd5n0j

Editorial note: on being asked, Prof. Leonard Jason let us know that within a
couple of months access to the entire article will be free.
As for the term Neighborhoods in the Abstract above he explains: Neighborhoods
are networks of proteins and rather than looking at just one, we looked at a group
to see how they related to each other.
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Access To Medical Care For
Individuals With Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis And Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome: A Call For
Centers Of Excellence
Madison Sunnquist, Laura Nicholson, Leonard A. Jason, Kenneth J.
Friedman
First published: May 27, 2017
Abstract
The current study sought to better understand the experience of individuals with
myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME) and chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) in accessing
care for their debilitating illness.
Results
Of 898 participants, less than half had ever seen an ME or CFS specialist, though
99% of participants were interested in specialist care. Participants cited
geographic and financial barriers as most frequently precluding access to
specialists. Furthermore, satisfaction with specialist care greatly exceeded
satisfaction with non-specialist care. These findings suggested that individuals
with ME and CFS represent a medically-underserved population, due to lack of
available care.
Discussion
The CFS Advisory Committee and NIH Pathways to Prevention Working Group
recommended the creation of ME andCFS Centers of Excellence to improve the
healthcare access of patients with ME and CFS.
The current study documents the need for these centers, as they would ameliorate
geographic andfinancial barriers to quality care.

Source: Isaac Scientific Publishing http://bit.ly/2r2ta3I
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A Content Analysis Of Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome And Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis In The News
From 1987 To 2013
Zachary A Siegel, Abigail Brown, Andrew Devendorf, Johanna Collier,
Leonard A Jason
First published: April 12, 2017
Abstract
Objectives
The aim of this study was to analyze the content of American newspaper articles
(n=214) from 1987 to 2013, in order to understand how the public digests
information related to Chronic Fatigue syndrome, a controversial and
misunderstood illness.
Methods
A novel codebook derived from the scientific literature was applied to 214
newspaper articles collected from Lexis Nexis Academic®. These articles were
coded quantitatively and frequency tables were created to delineate the variables
as they appeared in the articles.
Results
The etiology was portrayed as organic in 64.5% (n=138) of the articles, and there
was no mention of case definitions or diagnostic criteria in 56.1% (n=120) of the
articles. The most common comorbidity was depression, appearing in 22.9%
(n=49) of the articles. In 55.6% (n=119) of the articles, there was no mention of
prevalence rates. In 50.9% (n=109) of the articles, there was no mention of any
form of treatment for the illness. A total of 19.4% (n=42) of the headlines
mislabeled the name of the illness.
Discussion
Based on descriptive statistics of all 214 coded articles, media communicated
mixed messages for salient variables such as the name of the illness, its etiology
and treatment.

Full text: Sage Journals, http://bit.ly/2r2a5Ph
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A Comparison Of Neuroimaging
Abnormalities In Multiple
Sclerosis, Major Depression And
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
(Myalgic Encephalomyelitis): Is
There a Common Cause?
Gerwyn Morris, Michael Berk, Basant K. Puri
Many patients with multiple sclerosis (MS), a neuroinflammatory illness, major
depressive disorder (MDD), a neuroprogressive condition and CFS share a range
of underlying abnormalities. These include mitochondrial dysfunction; systemic
inflammation; oxidative stress; a range of autoimmune phenomena;
hypothalamic-pituitary axis dysfunction and evidence of structural and functional
brain change and cognitive symptoms.
There have been few attempts to compare neuroimaging data in MS, MDD and
CFS. We aimed to remedy this by engaging in such an in-depth review. We have
chosen to focus on data examining resting-state functional connectivity, white and
grey matter structure and volume and cerebral perfusion for two main reasons.
Second, and perhaps more importantly, these parameters are strongly influenced
by the presence of systemic inflammation data on resting-state functional
connectivity, white and grey matter abnormalities and abnormalities in cerebral
perfusion in patients with various subtypes of MS and in MDD and CFS.
Conclusions: In MS, there is evidence of impaired neural connectivity and
functional dissociation on resting-state fMRI, which correlates with the severity of
disability. Cortical demyelination and reduced cerebral perfusion also occur. Early
GM atrophy appears to be predictive of the subsequent level of disability and of
the prognosis.
MDD is associated with dysfunction of functional connectivity and both
microstructural and macroscopic WM abnormalities, including disrupted tracts.
There is evidence of GM volume loss in several regions.
CFS is associated with cerebral hypoperfusion, while large VBM studies have
shown evidence of GM and WM changes.
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The evidence given in this paper points to the likelihood that systemic
inflammation may be a major underlying cause of structural and functional
neuroimaging abnormalities reported in seemingly diverse disorders including MS,
MDD and CFS. Furthermore, reported inter-patient and inter-illness differences
may be a function of regional genetic, epigenetic and environmental variations in
microglial and astrocytic functioning.
While SPECT appears to be able to differentiate CFS from MDD, its use of ionising
radiation makes it unlikely to be a neuroimaging modality of choice in the future
for this purpose. Rather, efforts are likely to be undertaken to develop
corresponding functional magnetic resonance-based techniques instead. Not only
are magnetic resonance techniques free of the use of ionising radiation, they also
afford a higher resolution than does SPECT (even high-resolution SPECT).
In this vein, a further development is likely to be the use of machine learning
classification methodologies, which may, for example, be able in the near future
to differentiate different disorders and, within a given disorder, be able to classify
patients with a given diagnosis. Finally, there is also a strong case for further
combining neuroimaging techniques with investigative modalities from the fields
of biochemistry, neurophysiology, environmental medicine, immunology and
epigenetics.
Source: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs12035-017-0598-z
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Hanson, Fluge And Mella Join
OMF Scientific Advisory Board
Dr. Davis has invited three additional outstanding scientists to join the OMF
Scientific Advisory Board and they have accepted!
Dr. Maureen Hanson, Cornell University (New York)
Dr. Øystein Fluge, University of Bergen, Haukeland University Hospital
(Bergen, Norway)
Dr. Olav Mella, University of Bergen, Haukeland University Hospital
(Bergen, Norway).
"We are honored that these scientists are joining our team to end ME/CFS. I have
tremendous respect for their work. I work very closely with our Scientific Advisory
Board and look forward to creating a new partnership with them. These scientists
have each made significant contributions to ME/CFS and related fields, and are
committed to helping accelerate our research," said Dr. Ronald W. Davis,
Director of OMF's Scientific Advisory Board and Director of the Stanford Genome
Technology Center. He added, "Maureen and I have a special, and unfortunate,
connection. As parents of severely ill sons, we know this disease firsthand and we
recognize the urgency and importance of collaboration to find the cure."
OMF Welcomes Maureen Hanson, PhD!
Dr. Hanson has conducted groundbreaking molecular analysis of many facets of
ME/CFS. She analyzes her data with sophistication and insight. It’s exciting to
have such an accomplished top-notch scientist working on this disease.
Dr. Hanson is internationally known for her work on gene expression and cell
biology of plant organelles—chloroplasts and mitochondria. About 10 years ago,
she began developing a second research program on ME/CFS in order to identify
the cause of this understudied disease to help its many victims, including her own
son. She has engaged a number of colleagues in collaborative studies on ME/CFS
including gene expression in immune cells, mitochondrial DNA variation, the effect
of exercise on inflammatory markers and physiology, dysbiosis of the gut
microbiome, and metabolomics.
Dr. Hanson is Liberty Hyde Bailey Professor in the Department of Molecular
Biology and Genetics at Cornell University. She previously was on the Biology
faculty at the University of Virginia, Charlottesville. She holds a Ph.D. in Cell and
Molecular Biology from Harvard University.
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OMF Welcomes Øystein Fluge, MD, PhD and Olav Mella, MD, PhD
Dr. Fluge and Dr. Mella have been courageous in pursuing the effects of
Rituximab on ME/CFS patients, when that issue was not the planned focus of their
investigation. They have continued to follow where the data lead them into cellular
and molecular analyses. This kind of excellent, open-minded science is just what
we need in our quest for an end to ME/CFS.pursuing the effects of rituximab on
ME/CFS patients when that issue was not the planned focus of their investigation.
Drs. Fluge and Mella, as oncologists, were the first to make the observation that
treating an ME/CFS patient for lymphoma with rituximab resulted in considerable
improvement of ME/CFS symptoms. Although this was outside of their medical
expertise, they have pursued this initial observation with additional ME/CFS
patients.
They are currently conducting a double blind clinical trial of rituximab on ME/CFS
patients. They are also conducting molecular and metabolic analyses of ME/CFS
immune cells in order to better understand the causes of the low energy seen in
patients.
Dr. Fluge is the Senior Consultant supervising the ME/CFS research group at the
Department of Oncology and Medical Physics at the University of Bergen,
Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen, Norway. Dr. Mella is an adjunct professor
working in the same group. They work together on the Norwegian Rituximab and
cyclophosphamide trials with ME/CFS patients.

Source: http://bit.ly/2ras72C
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A Message From The Microbe
Discovery Project
We are now aware that Dr. Lipkin and Dr. Hornig are currently in a process of
litigation. This is a very sad turn of events. However, we do not feel it is
appropriate for us to comment on this other than to state that it is our sincere
hope that this will be resolved as soon as possible.
The Columbia University - Center for Infection & Immunity (CII) is a world-class
public health institution. Their team of scientists recognize that ME/CFS is a
biomedical disease and a significant public health problem that needs thorough,
well-powered investigative research. Both Drs. Lipkin and Hornig have proven
their strong commitment to our cause and continue to advocate for ME/CFS. They
have broken new ground, have increased the body of research in the field and will
continue to advance the science of this disease.
The "monster" study that the Microbe Discovery Project (MDP) helps to fundraise
for is a crucial building block in this process. We call it the monster study because
it comprises a massive amount of sample and data collection and analysis. The
team recently completed the year-long meticulous, well-characterized collection
of samples (stool, saliva and blood) and comprehensive questionnaire data from
125 cases/125 at 4 time points, with the goal of robustly investigating priority
areas of research using a systems biology approach.
The team at CII also has other, ongoing ME/CFS research and is in process of
publishing. Over the last few years they have been strengthening their team with
outside investigators and laying the groundwork for the development of the
Collaborative Research Center, Center for Solutions for ME/CFS (CfS for ME/CFS).
Investigators that have a long history of engagement with the ME/CFS community
are also part of this team including: Lucinda Bateman, MD (Bateman Horne
Center), Anthony Komaroff, MD (Harvard University), Susan Levine, MD
(Private Practice, NYC), Jose Montoya (Stanford University) and Daniel
Peterson, MD (Sierra Internal Medicine, Nevada).
The CII have also just successfully submitted their application to the NIH in
response to the Collaborative Research Center RFA. If successful this would not
only aid this work further but also provide the ability to hugely expand the scope
of research, collaborations, partnering with the community and outreach for
studies.
Our MDP teams’ focus and priority has always been to support quality,
investigative research. The latest media coverage is not helpful for our ME/CFS
community and places a cloud over our efforts. But, we are hopeful there will be
better days ahead.
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There is so much potential for meaningful results from the CII efforts. So much
needs to be done for this disease and the quality of work from the CII is excellent
and exceptionally valuable to the field of science and to understanding the
pathophysiology of ME/CFS. The outcomes are the important factors, and these
are critical to improving the lives of people suffering with this disease. This body
of research matters!
We understand the concerns about the research and MDP going forward. Litigation
can make things difficult and the MDP team will continue to seek accurate
information for supporters in key concern areas of funding and research. We feel
that our supporters deserve to know whether the CII's research in-progress,
upcoming research and publications could be negatively impacted by this
litigation. We will also seek information about the potential for a decrease in the
pace of their work and whether or not the NIH Center application could be
negatively impacted.
We will pose these and other tough questions to the CII team and will share the
answers with our supporters and the community. Until the CII is able to
adequately respond and clarify these points, we are temporarily suspending MDP
fundraising. We will continue to share about advances relevant to our disease from
CII and elsewhere in the interim.
Thank you for your continued support and for your understanding during this time.

Source: http://bit.ly/2stpDwD
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The Mitochondria And ME
A Guide to the Hanson Lab's 2016 JTM Publication
This is a simplified explanation of the 2016 academic paper published in the
Journal of Translational Medicine:
Mitochondrial
DNA
variants
correlate
with
symptoms
in
myalgic
encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome.
By Paul Billing-Ross, Arnaud Germain, Kaixiong Ye, Alon Keinan,
Zhenglong Gu, and Maureen R. Hanson
J. Translational Medicine. 2016, 14:19
Patients with ME/CFS experience a profound lack of energy, severe fatigue, along
with a variety of other symptoms, including one or more of the following: muscle
pain,
headaches,
gastrointestinal
discomfort,
difficulty
concentrating,
exacerbation of symptoms following exercise, abnormal regulation of blood
pressure and heart rate, and unrefreshing sleep. Mitochondria, sub-cellular
organelles are responsible for producing ATP, the energy coinage of the cell,
through conversion of glucose. Therefore, a logical approach to learn more about
a disease affecting energy is probing of the function of mitochondria.
Mitochondria are made up of molecules encoded by the nuclear genome--DNA
located in the nucleus--as well as the mitochondrial genome—a small amount of
DNA present within each organelle. Defects in mitochondrial DNA lead to
devastating genetic diseases, with such symptoms as brain abnormalities, severe
fatigue, blindness or defective heart function—and can be fatal. The mitochondrial
genome of healthy humans also exhibits some natural variation—a single
component of the mitochondrial DNA sometimes differs between one human and
another—this is known as a SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism, "snip"). Often
more than one SNP differs between one population of humans and another—for
example, mitochondrial genomes whose origin can be traced to France differ in a
number of SNPs from those in people in Central Asia.
These different types of mitochondrial genomes, based on a specific set of SNPs,
are referred to as haplogroups. Even people whose mitochondrial DNA belongs to
the same haplogroup can differ among one another because of some variation in
additional SNPs. Some mitochondrial SNPs have been associated with various
characteristics, such as adaptation to cold weather or high-altitude environments
and have been implicated in susceptibility to diabetes and various inflammatory
diseases. An informative review of the role of mitochondria in disease has been
written by Wallace and Chalkia, researchers at the University of Pennsylvania.
A further complexity of mitochondrial genetics is that there are many individual
mitochondria within the same cell, and thus many copies of mitochondrial DNA in
each cell. Sometimes new mutations arise so that some of the copies of DNA within
the same cell, and therefore within the same person, differ from one another.
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This situation is called “heteroplasmy”. As cells grow and multiply, by chance there
can be uneven distribution of normal vs. abnormal DNA to different cells. If
mitochondrial DNA with a harmful mutation becomes the predominant type in a
particular tissue, serious symptoms will emerge.
In our JTM paper, work that was primarily supported by the Chronic Fatigue
Initiative, we sequenced the mitochondrial DNA from a cohort of ME/CFS patients
and healthy individuals, using DNA extracted from white blood cells stored in the
biobank developed by the Chronic Fatigue Initiative.
We asked four primary questions:
Were any of the ME/CFS patients identified by 6 well-known ME/CFS experts
misdiagnosed and are actually victims of a mitochondrial genetic disease?
Do people with ME/CFS carry more copies of mitochondrial DNA with harmful
mutations than healthy people (heteroplasmy)?
Are people belonging to one haplogroup more likely to fall victim to ME/CFS
than another?
Are people who have particular SNPs more likely to experience particular
symptoms or have increased severity of symptoms?
Our work showed that none of the blood samples obtained from 193 patients
identified by the CFI’s 6 expert M.D.s gave any indication of a mitochondrial
genetic disease.
Furthermore, we found no difference in the degree of heteroplasmy between
patients and healthy individuals.
We also observed no increased susceptibility to ME/CFS among individuals
carrying particular haplogroups or SNPs within a haplogroup.
However, we did detect associations of particular SNPs with certain symptoms
and/or their severity. For example, we did find that individuals with particular
SNPs were more likely to have gastrointestinal distress, chemical or light
sensitivity, disrupted sleep, or flu-like symptoms. This finding does NOT mean that
if your mitochondrial DNA carries one of these SNPs, you will inevitably experience
a particular symptom or have higher severity of some symptoms. Instead,
because a particular SNP was seen more often in ME/CFS patients with certain
characteristics, individuals that carry that SNP are predicted to be at greater risk
of experiencing particular types of symptoms once they become ill.
This study demonstrates the importance of a well-characterized cohort of patients
and controls along with detailed clinical information about their experience of
illness. Without the data from the lengthy patient questionnaires collected along
with the subject’s blood, we could not have correlated SNPs with patient
characteristics. While the materials from the CFI subjects are extremely valuable
and our results are statistically significant, greater numbers of subjects must be
analyzed to determine whether the correlations we detected continue to hold up
when more patients are studied, and whether such correlations exist within people
carrying other haplogroups.
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Due to the European origin of most of the ancestors of the CFI subjects, most
belong to haplogroup H, the most common European haplogroup. A much larger
number of haplogroup H subjects, as well as large cohorts of individuals with other
haplogroups, will be necessary to analyze to dissect out other possible correlations
or to determine whether or not any of the correlations we detected with a relatively
small population are spurious. With more subjects, we might also be able to detect
additional correlations that were not obvious from our initial study.
Whether or not the genetic correlations we have observed are verified or not
through further work, our study indicates an important hypothesis that should be
tested in ME/CFS. How much of the variation in symptoms between different
individuals results from their different nuclear and/or mitochondrial genetic
makeup, rather than variation in the inciting cause?
A puzzling aspect of ME/CFS has been the diversity of symptoms and the variation
of their severity among different individuals. These differences should not be taken
as proof that more than one insult was the initiating factor, nor that different
patients have different underlying problems. It remains possible that much of the
diversity of the manifestation of the illness results from genetic diversity rather
than the existence of multiple fundamental causes.
Future Studies
Whether mitochondria are impaired in ME/CFS has not been definitely determined.
Mitochondria could be affected either directly or indirectly in the disease. For
example, some disturbance in metabolism or regulation of genes could prevent
mitochondria from functioning properly. Theoretically, mitochondria could be
affected through an unknown autoimmune mechanism. We have begun to
investigate the properties of mitochondria in ME/CFS further by examining how
well they function in white blood cells, relative to healthy individuals.

Source: http://hansonlab.org/research/cfs_me/mitochondria/
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South Australian Health And
Medical Research Institute
(SAHMRI); Research
Participants Wanted
Chronic fatigue syndrome: Leptin, interleukin 6 and clinical symptoms.
What is the purpose of this study?
To evaluate the relationship of the hormones (cytokines) Leptin and Interleukin6 on the symptoms of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. We can test these by using a
blood sample. We are also embarking on the development of a genetic database
for CFS.
Who are we looking for?
Adults 18-65 years-old. Participants must be fluent in English. People able
to answer simple questionnaires without any help from others. You must
also be non-pregnant and not breastfeeding.
Those without serious active medical or mental illness that may affect the
results for Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. We will exclude Obesity Class II
(World Health Organisation) Body Mass Index greater than 34.99.
Those not taking medications such as sleeping pills. Those not using illicit
drugs or abusing alcohol in the last 3 months.
People taking low doses of antidepressants such as Endep/Amitriptyline or
an SSRI (for sleep and pain) can be included in the test. However, people
taking larger doses, prescribed specifically for depression, are excluded.
Healthy Participants?
We also want healthy people to participate. You will undergo the same procedures
as those with CFS. This will enable us to compare healthy people and those who
have CFS.
What are we going to do?
Ask you questions regarding your medical history (past and present), including
mental health, your mood, food intake, smoking and alcohol consumption.
Assessment part 1: An initial interview and questionnaires, then collect 19mls
of your blood for a health assessment (Approximately 3 hrs.).
Assessment part 2 (9.5 hrs. - 8am to 17.30 hrs.): Complete a DEXA scan
(dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry http://bit.ly/2rHDHG6) and take bloods
across a normal day (9am – 5pm), taking blood samples every 7 minutes.
A cannula will remain in your arm throughout the day allowing us to take
the samples easily. You will complete some visual scales to indicate how you
are feeling each hour.
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A genetic sample will be taken from this phase of the assessment (phase two).
Please note that the genetic sample is for use in later research into CFS, and
will help us develop a genetic database for this disease. We will provide you
with food, drinks and entertaining material (iPad / magazines / TV).
Your samples and research data will be de-identified which makes them
anonymous.
Participants who complete the study (must include assessment part 2 described
above) will be given a $100 voucher for participation in this study.
The Bellberry Human Research Ethics Committee (http://bit.ly/2sGIdE9) has
reviewed and approved this study in accordance with the National Statement on
Ethical Conduct in Human Research (2007) – incorporating all updates.
If you want to participate please contact:
Dr Michael Musker, Research Fellow,
SAHMRI Mind and Brain Theme: http://mb.sahmri.com/
- Tel: (08) 8128 4714
- Email: michael.musker@sahmri.com
Flier (PDF, 236 KB) http://bit.ly/2rvlWWp
Patient Information and Consent Form (PDF, 1.15 MB) http://bit.ly/2sJHcvU

Register your contact details and we will get in touch
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The Role Of Autoantibodies In
ME/CFS – Proposed Trial
Principal investigators Dr Madlen Löbel & Prof. Carmen Scheibenbogen
Institute of Medical Immunology, Charité University Medicine Berlin, Berlin,
Germany
Antibodies are proteins produced by our immune system which can recognise and
attack harmful invaders such as bacteria and viruses. Autoantibodies, on the other
hand, occur when the immune system wrongly identifies the body’s own healthy
cells as harmful and produces antibodies against them. This can lead to the
development of a so-called autoimmune disease such as multiple sclerosis or
lupus.
A couple of recent findings suggest that autoantibodies may also have a role in
ME/CFS, at least in some patients.
Firstly, autoantibodies against adrenergic receptors (which are involved in the
sympathetic nervous system) have been found in people with postural orthostatic
tachycardia syndrome or orthostatic hypotension, disorders also seen in ME/CFS
patients.
And secondly, two clinical trials of the antibody rituximab (which attacks B cells
and is often used to treat autoimmune conditions) in ME/CFS patients reported
significant benefits to around 60% of participants. Their responses were delayed
by five months, suggesting that the clinical effects of rituximab only occurred
when the autoantibodies produced by the B cells had been washed out.
In 2016, Dr Madlen Löbel and Prof. Carmen Scheibenbogen at the Institute
of Medical Immunology in Berlin found that nearly a third of ME/CFS patients they
studied had increased levels of autoantibodies against adrenergic receptors.
Furthermore, these levels decreased in individuals who responded to treatment
with rituximab.
This unexpected finding suggests that, in a subgroup of patients, some of the
symptoms of ME/CFS may be caused by these autoantibodies, although their exact
role in the illness is not yet clear.
ME Research UK has therefore awarded funding to Dr Löbel and Prof.
Scheibenbogen to continue their investigations by looking at the function of β2
adrenergic receptor autoantibodies in ME/CFS.
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They will identify patients with these autoantibodies and those without, and
compare a wide range of clinical and immunological measures between the two
groups. These measures will include clinical symptoms such as fatigue, physical
function and signs of autonomic dysfunction, as well as blood vessel function,
immune marker expression, and the proliferation of T and B cells.
In this way, the researchers hope to discover which of these symptoms and
immune abnormalities might be affected by the presence of these potentially
harmful autoantibodies.

Source: site of MERUK, http://bit.ly/2s0VJlT
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Serological Profiling Of The EBV
Immune Response
Serological Profiling Of The EBV Immune Response In Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome Using A Peptide Microarray
Madlen Loebel, Maren Eckey, Franziska Sotzny, Elisabeth Hahn, Sandra
Bauer, Patricia Grabowski, Johannes Zerweck, Pavlo Holenya, Leif G.
Hanitsch, Kirsten Wittke, Peter Borchmann, Jens-Ulrich Rüffer, Falk
Hiepe, Klemens Ruprecht, Uta Behrends, Carola Meindl, Hans-Dieter Volk,
Ulf Reimer, Carmen Scheibenbogen
Published June 12, 2017
Abstract
Background
Epstein-Barr-Virus (EBV) plays an important role as trigger or cofactor for various
autoimmune diseases. In a subset of patients with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
(CFS) disease starts with infectious mononucleosis as late primary EBV-infection,
whereby altered levels of EBV-specific antibodies can be observed in another
subset of patients.
Methods
We performed a comprehensive mapping of the IgG response against EBV
comparing 50 healthy controls with 92 CFS patients using a microarray platform.
Patients with multiple sclerosis (MS), systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and
cancer-related fatigue served as controls. 3054 overlapping peptides were
synthesised as 15-mers from 14 different EBV proteins. Array data was validated
by ELISA for selected peptides. Prevalence of EBV serotypes was determined by
qPCR from throat washing samples.
Results
EBV type 1 infections were found in patients and controls. EBV seroarray profiles
between healthy controls and CFS were less divergent than that observed for MS
or SLE. We found significantly enhanced IgG responses to several EBNA-6 peptides
containing a repeat sequence in CFS patients compared to controls. EBNA-6
peptide IgG responses correlated well with EBNA-6 protein responses. The EBNA6 repeat region showed sequence homologies to various human proteins.
Conclusion
Patients with CFS had a quite similar EBV IgG antibody response pattern as
healthy controls. Enhanced IgG reactivity against an EBNA-6 repeat sequence and
against EBNA-6 protein is found in CFS patients. Homologous sequences of various
human proteins with this EBNA-6 repeat sequence might be potential targets for
antigenic mimicry.
Source: PLOS One http://bit.ly/2ss57N7
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The Last Major Disease To Be
Studied? Ron Davis Of Stanford
Thinks So
http://bit.ly/2srG6lh in which Ron Davis, Director, Stanford Genome Technology
Center is being interviewed on
on June 15, 2017
Chapters:
00:00
04:27
08:51
17:04
21:10
24:25

“Wearing the cape” for ME/CFS
Why the stigma?
Developing the most definitive diagnostic test yet for the disease
How do you convince the world ME/CFS is a real disease?
How did you personally decide to take on CFS?
A fortunate accident

“Let’s say you’re a biomedical researcher looking for a place to make your mark.
You find out that there is still a major disease that affects more than 2 million
people in the US, and we still know virtually nothing about this disease at the
molecular level. Wouldn't that stand out?
It certainly has to today's guest, Ron Davis, who is also a father searching for
answers for his son. Ron has been the Director of the Stanford Genome
Technology Center for decades. He collaborated on the first DNA microarray and
made a major contribution to the Human Genome Project. For five years now,
Ron has directed his comprehensive skill set in bioengineering--and his vast
connections--to work on a cure for ME/CFS, or Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, a
disease which has ravished his son, Whitney Dafoe.
With no funding from the NIH so far (he says they're not good at starting things),
Ron is working to characterize the disease at the molecular level. A new device
developed at his center that he calls a "nano needle" could enable the first
definitive diagnostic test for patients with CFS.
The history of this disease is of patients desperate with hope but always facing a
major stigma. Many medical professionals are still not on board with diagnosing a
patient with CFS. Ron says this stigma and lack of interest by the research
community has created a big chance.
“This is a tremendous opportunity. Here’s a major disease which at the molecular
level you don’t know anything about. This has got to be the last disease like this."

Source: https://www.facebook.com/MecfsKnowTheFacts/
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9. Severe ME
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The Horror Of Severe ME
Some of you may know Dr. Janet Dafoe and her daughter Ashley Haugen
through their tireless advocacy work for ME. Dr. Dafoe’s son and Ashley’s
brother, Whitney Dafoe, has severe ME, and the impetus behind their efforts is
to raise funding, raise awareness, and raise hell.
These statements were read at the Sacramento California rally on June 2, 2017.
Ashley’s statement:
“If there is one thing you should take away from the disease, Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome, it is fear. You should be deeply afraid that it will come for you, or
someone you love. It can strike anyone at any time with no rhyme or reason. It
is spreading around the country like wild fire with denial from the political world.
Imagine a disease like Ebola or the end stages of AIDS spreading across the world
with no one of power willing to acknowledge it exists. Imagine your mom, your
sister, or your son, gets sick and nobody will believe that it is real. But this disease
doesn’t end your suffering with death or a treatment like Ebola or AIDS. This
disease leaves you just moments before death for years.
You are holding on to life by a thread, fighting with every fiber of your being while
the disease laughs at you, because it’s not going to kill you, it will leave you in
the moment just before death for years, the rest of your life. Imagine that is your
family, your loved one, your best friend. Imagine the government and every
person around you telling you that there is nothing wrong with them, it isn’t real,
their disease doesn’t really exist. While they are unable to move, bedridden, on
feeding tubes in a dark room with no noise or sound. Just imagine that horror and
be afraid. Be afraid that it just might choose you, and remember that fear the
next time you tell me that my brother’s disease isn’t real. ”
Janet’s statement:
“I send my greetings to everyone!
“I wish I could be there with you. My husband, Ron Davis, and daughter, Ashley
Haugen, are in London at the Invest in ME International Research Conference, so
I must stay home with our son, who is severely ill and bedridden with CFS and
can’t speak, talk, move, or eat. We can’t ever all go anywhere together. This
highlights that this horrid disease affects much more than just the patient!
Caregivers, family members, friends, everyone who knows and loves the patient
is very significantly affected. Sad, desperate, despondent. And this has been going
on for over 40 years for millions of Americans and people all over the world!
It’s so unbelievable that such ill people could be ignored, not believed, and left
alone with few resources and no help from medicine or our government!
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I often feel like I’m in some kind of surreal horror movie. I look at my beautiful,
gentle, creative, amazing son, who could be contributing so much to the world,
and who desperately wants to, and then I think of my brilliant scientist husband
who has the ability to figure out this disease, and then I realize that neither our
government, nor many other sources of funds have stepped up to make sure that
this disease is figured out and dealt with, just like other diseases that affect our
citizens. It’s astounding, it’s unbelievable, and it’s absolutely not okay.
I know NIH has increased commitment to help. However, I strongly believe that
it is NOT ENOUGH. We have the ability to figure this out and ease the suffering of
all these people and we could do it in a few years WITH ENOUGH RESOURCES!
Ron always tells me, he and his team need $5 million dollars for 5 years to find
the answers. I believe him! I have watched this amazing man do collaborative
interdisciplinary science solving “unsolvable” problems for over 40 years. He can
to it, with the team of fabulous scientists that he is able to gather. Why is this not
happening as fast as it can?
If people could personally connect with the suffering, I believe it could happen
faster. We must all do all we can to show the government and the world the extent
of the suffering! Send photos, Don’t be shy! Bring photos and recent science
papers everywhere you go! We can speed this up together! I look forward to
working with you till we get answers and my baby can come back to me!”

Source: ME Action http://bit.ly/2rm7j73
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10. ME And Children
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Cognition In Young People With
ME/CFS
By Dr R Vallings January 2016
One of the main reasons that young people with ME/CFS struggle with school is
associated with cognition. Mental confusion, memory problems and difficulties
with concentration are all described and may relate to abnormal neurological
pathology, sluggish cerebral circulation and generalised fatigue.
Cognitive effort leads to fatigue in the same way that exercise will lead to muscle
fatigue and post-exertional malaise. Headaches are frequently a prominent and
persistent symptom, and they too will interfere with the student’s cognitive ability.
There can be aggravation of symptoms associated with trying to focus and learn
from a computer screen. Many will describe visual symptoms with blurring of text
or eye fatigue.
A noisy classroom situation may not be conducive to mental effort, and students
are often moving from room to room carrying heavy books, this all adding to the
burden which the illness poses.
The young person may have problems with sleep, waking feeling unrefreshed, and
again cognitive effort may thus be limited. He/she may arrive at school feeling
already exhausted due to lack of restorative sleep and having to get up early, and
then issues such as travelling, and the anxiety associated with what may lie ahead
that day.
Too much exercise, standing for long periods, heat and poor nutrition can all
compromise cognition. The student will be motivated to keep up with peers, and
push him/herself mentally, physically and socially beyond the comfort zone, and
suffer the consequences cognitively.
The teacher may have minimal understanding of the illness and its sequelae, and
even the efforts of parents to explain can be brushed aside as “fussiness”.
Attention span may be very short and the labels of laziness, attention deficit or
learning disorders can be appended inappropriately.
Those with ME/CFS are usually highly motivated to achieve and will be
disappointed by failures and lack of encouragement. Ridicule is often reported.
Parents and medical personnel need to communicate with the teachers to enhance
their understanding of ME/CFS. To ensure that the student has the best possible
opportunities to achieve appropriate education and a feeling of success. This will
mean allowing the student to work at their own pace with adequate rest periods.
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Management of the Cognitive Difficulties by the Primary Care Physician
Once a firm diagnosis has been made, the young person will feel relieved that
there is an explanation for their problems, particularly those experienced by
attempts to participate in regular schooling.
Parents need to be involved in this discussion, which should be addressed
principally to the patient, so that he/she is also involved in decision making, and
feels part of the team approach. Only the young person knows how they feel, and
should be encouraged to verbalise their fears and needs. Teenagers will often
need opportunity for discussion without a parent present.
Many young people fear getting behind their peers academically. There is a fear
of never being able to catch up and consequently losing friends who move on.
There needs to be encouragement to participate in ongoing education, however
minimally, but without undue pressure.
This may mean limited attendance at school, or if available, correspondence
education or home-schooling. The student can then work at their own pace. They
should be encouraged to work for short periods with adequate rest periods,
recognising when they are ready to rest. Some sort of structure for the days is
helpful.
This may be difficult, if at home with parents needing to work. Particular difficulties
need to be discussed, such as aggravation from computer screens, and difficulty
focusing on written text (sometimes a ruler placed across the page can help with
maintaining focus). Aggravating factors such as noise, bright lights, temperature
and unpleasant odours may need to be adjusted. Snacks and drinks need to be
available and allowed.
If well enough, some gentle outdoor exercise during breaks between cognitive
effort should be suggested, and for younger children playing with siblings or
friends after school or at weekends should be encouraged.
Focus on symptom control is important, and this may be achieved with attention
to sleep difficulties and efficient pain management. Learning good relaxation
strategies with the use of music, visualisation, and teaching self-hypnosis all have
a role. Having their own private space means that these things are more likely to
be done, and rest will be undisturbed. Regular snacking with plenty of salt can
help overcome symptoms associated with orthostatic intolerance.
Medication such as very low-dose tricyclics or melatonin to help with sleep may
be useful. Some young people benefit from use of stimulants such as
methylphenidate, but there is a risk of a false sense of wellbeing, leading to
overdoing things. If the child is depressed or unduly anxious, this should be
addressed and there should be opportunity to talk things through privately with a
trusted professional, who has understanding of this illness.
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The young person needs to understand the issues that can aggravate cognition,
such as overdoing things mentally and physically, learning to pace carefully, and
avoiding situations which have proved detrimental. Planning time carefully and
incorporating rewards can all help to ensure a better outcome.
Attention to achieving a regular body clock will mean that a good routine that fits
in with family and school is possible. Standing for long periods, getting overheated
or dehydrated and not eating adequately should all be avoided.
Above all there needs to be a sense of achievement, (however small), progress
and normality if at all possible. Only the young person him/herself know how they
really feel, and gaining a sense of control over this illness, rather than letting the
illness control them entirely will achieve a growing sense of personal achievement
and freedom from stress.

Submitted by Lyn Wilson,
Taken from the The Queensland Communicator June/July 2017
With the annotation: Reprinted with permission from Meeting Place –
Autumn 2016 - Number 123
The official quarterly journal of ANZEMS Inc.
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Myalgic Encephalomyelitis Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
Diagnosis And Management In
Young People: A Primer
This primer, written by the International Writing Group for Pediatric ME/CFS,
provides information necessary to understand, diagnose, and manage the
symptoms of ME/CFS in children and adolescents. While some young patients can
attend school, on a full or part-time basis, many others are wheelchair dependent,
housebound, or bedbound. Prevalence estimates for pediatric ME/CFS vary from
0.1 to 0.5%. Co-existing medical conditions including orthostatic intolerance (OI)
are common. Successful management is based on determining the optimum
balance of rest and activity to help prevent post-exertional symptom worsening.
A gradual onset is more common in younger children and can occur over months
or years. In girls, ME/CFS symptoms are often worse at or just before the
menstrual period. The unpredictable level of function from day-to-day can
interfere with planning ahead for school attendance, social outings, or family
obligations. Although It is generally accepted that young people with ME/CFS have
a more favorable prognosis than adults, 20–48% showed no improvement or
actually had worse fatigue and physical impairment at follow-up times ranging
from 2 to 13 years.
Young people who appear to have ME/CFS should be evaluated by a physician.
Several varied clinical criteria are currently used to diagnose ME/CFS in children
and adolescents. A pediatric case definition based on the CCC was published in
2006 which is somewhat complex for use in clinical practice.
A comprehensive history, a thorough physical examination, and appropriate
laboratory testing are necessary to make the diagnosis and to exclude other
fatiguing illnesses. Since there is no medication or intervention which will cure
ME/CFS, clinical care focuses on managing symptoms and improving function. A
management plan might include:
Educating the patient, the parents, the family, and the school about the
illness (e.g., using handouts, see Appendices C–E).
Guidance on determining the optimum balance of rest and activity to help
prevent post-exertional symptom worsening.
Advice on diet, social interactions, and education.
The treatment of symptoms with non-pharmacological interventions and/or
medications.
Regular assessment of progress and watchfulness for the emergence of
other illnesses.
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The health practitioner has an important role helping to ensure that the young
patient receives the most appropriate schooling by educating the young person’s
school personnel about the effect of the illness on scholastic performance.
Symptoms that are commoner in young patients include
Orthostatic intolerance (OI)
Hypersensitivities to light, noise, touch, odors. and/or medications,
Thermo-regulatory imbalance including low body temperature, intolerance
to heat and cold, and cold hands and feet,
Gastrointestinal symptoms such as abdominal pain, nausea, and anorexia,
Worsening of fatigue in the days before and during the onset of menses in
young women, and
Other co-morbid conditions.
Followed by a diagnostic worksheet, the necessity of taking a patient history,
physical examination, laboratory testing, exclusions, co-existing conditions,
cognitive impairment, distinction from depression & anxiety disorders,
misdiagnoses, school refusal, pervasive refusal syndromes, somatoform & other
psychiatric disorders, and an extensive and detailed approach to management
including of sleep, pain, fatigue, exercise intolerance, cognitive impairment, the
immune system, depression and anxiety, oi, gastrointestinal issues and coping
skills.
CBT is not entirely discouraged, yet the primer says: “The notion that the illness
is perpetuated solely by dysfunctional attitudes and beliefs is speculative, lacks
empirical support and is not consistent with our current understanding of the
pathophysiology of ME/CFS” and about GET “CBT that includes rigidly enforced
graded exercise frequently leads to severe relapse in patients with ME/CFS”.
One may wonder if such a detailed and extensive guideline isn’t an impediment to
implementation by clinicians, while very short but to the point indications are
included in the ICC/ICP.

Source: http://journal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fped.2017.00121/full
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11. News from
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Australia
May 2017 in Queensland, Australia
During May, a number of events promoting awareness for Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis (ME)/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS) and Fibromyalgia (FM)
were hosted by patients, carers and allies. These events culminated on May 12,
the International awareness day for Chronic Immunological and Neurological
Diseases (CIND) which includes ME.
Awareness events included Light up the Night, #MillionsMissing protests, virtual
events, local meet ups and tours of research labs.
Light Up the Night: Queensland was lit up blue and purple from the Gold Coast
to Townsville as part of the global Light up the Night, the event which has been
going for four years and has included landmarks all over the world such as the
spectacular Niagara Falls. Ten buildings and landmarks were illuminated on the
Gold Coast and in Brisbane, Logan, Toowoomba, Mackay and Townsville. This
event was a combination of work from patient volunteers, carers, the ME/CFS/FM
Support Association QLD Inc and our Queensland research group the National
Centre for Neuroimmunology and Emerging Diseases (NCNED). To see buildings,
bridges and fountains lit up for the same cause organized by all stakeholders
brought joy, reassurance and hope as well as helping to raise awareness of the
chronic illnesses that are in our everyday lives.
#MillionsMissing: The Brisbane sign in the South Bank Park Lands was not only
lit up as part of the Light up the Night campaign, it was also the site of the
#MillionsMissing Brisbane event. There were several #MillionsMissing events
around the country, with a sister physical event on Bondi Beach, as well as a
virtual event run by #MEAction Network Australia. #Millions Missing Brisbane was
organised by a group of people living with, and some carers of, those with ME/CFS
who placed empty shoes around the sign to represent those who are missing from
their lives. The group were able to take photos that have spread globally, answer
questions and hand out fact sheets to passersby.
The theme for 2017 was Missing from Australian landmarks, which led to photos
being sent in from all corners of Australia from beaches, parks, bush trails, the
outback, rainforests, oceans, lakes, cities and towns. This not only brought the
community together in sharing what they were missing out on, but also exposed
those missing with ME/CFS to the general community who were intrigued by
images of empty shoes.
Taken from an account by Natasha Jackson in the Queensland Communicator,
June/July 2017
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Our visit to the National Centre for Neuroimmunology and Emerging Diseases
(NCNED) at the Griffith University (GoldCoast campus)
Theresa Clark and Lyn Wilson went down to meet with Professor Don Staines
and Sonya Marshall-Gradisnik and their wonderful team of researchers. Lyn
reports:
“We saw the state of the art equipment that they use and how dedicated the whole
team is, especially Don and Sonya who said at the moment the work they are
doing is so exciting that they are only getting three hours sleep a night as they
can’t shut their minds off.
“I’m sorry to say I cannot tell you exactly what they are doing. As with any
research you need to keep things under raps until you can prove what you are
doing is correct and leading to positive outcomes for sufferers of ME/CFS.
“Things are happening so fast that Don has had to put the ME/CFS Clinic on hiatus
at the present time as he feels he can do a lot more for sufferers in the research
lab.
“As soon as they can release any news we will have it here in the journal for you.
“Don and Sonya are such caring people when it comes to sufferers of ME/CFS,
that when they found out we had had to catch a taxi from home, then a Greyhound
Bus to Brisbane, then a train to Nerang, then a bus to Southport, and then another
taxi to be able to get there to see them they arranged for one of their researchers
here from France to drive us back to Toowoomba the next day. Thankfully they
were already going to Toowoomba to collect blood.”

Lyn Wilson
Source: The Queensland Communicator, June/July 2017
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Belgium
Once again, May
12th has not gone
by unnoticed, also
not in Belgium, where MillionsMissing
Belgium didn’t just organize a virtual
event on their Facebook page
(http://bit.ly/2sA86WM), but also
stepped outside to dress the fountains
of the town of Diest in blue. We thank
the city council for this. Various cities
had been contacted to get them to coat buildings and/or monuments with blue
lights, but only they were the sole party to agree with it. We hope next year offers
us a bigger possibility.
Besides that, the documentary “Unrest” is currently on a trip around the world,
and we’re attempting to get the film under the eyes of Belgium. “We’re still looking
for volunteers to help us with this” as said by MillionsMissing Belgium. For this
offer, it is advised to regularly peruse and Like the Facebook page of MM Belgium
(https://www.facebook.com/MEBelgium).
Thanks to the WUCB, the convoy of the OMF here
in Belgium on June 6th driven by Linda
Tannenbaum passed. We were lucky enough to
talk to her beforehand; what a dedicated person
Linda is and such charisma she emanates!
She told us about the mission statement of the
Open Medicine Foundation and, above all else,
brought us a message of hope. The
developments she talks about are just that. The
six million plus dollars of private funds Linda has
collected are being spent in an innovative way.

Rob Wijbenga, Linda Tannebaum
and Eddy Keuninckx

The OMF’s board consists of fifteen clever minds working in different areas. Some
are especially tasked with researching ME/CFS while others take part in completely
different research projects. Among these researchers are three Nobel Prize
laureates: (https://www.omf.ngo/scientific-advisory-board/)
“Tense times are ahead,” she said- at the end of this year and the start of next
year, more news will follow. We’re looking forward to it.

Eddy H. Keuninckx
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Canada
Save ME/CFS Patients: Dedicated Care Unit in Toronto Hospital
Needed
Please sign: http://bit.ly/2nMetEv
Lisa Lugus, who started this petition which is still running, commented in January
2016:
Thanks everyone for getting us over 2,000 signatures. This is the somewhat
arbitrary but average number of signatures that local petitions succeed with.
A few months after starting this petition, a young friend + signatory here in
Toronto tragically passed away with ME, further solidifying the need for a
Dedicated Care Unit. I can't imagine being hospitalized + under the care of a
physician that "idolized Simon Wessely".
I also didn't realize 4 years ago that I'd be in need of such a place myself.
I submitted a hard copy of the petition + all your comments --over 100 pages-to Eric Hoskins, Minister of Health Ontario in August, 2015 and received
confirmation that it was received. I included personal letters about my own
experience of having no accessibility, healthcare or a place to put my body once
my present living situation becomes unavailable. After the submission, every
phone call, email, voice message went unanswered until last week when the
Ministry called the Ontario Provincial Police to get the Metropolitan Toronto Police
to come question me in my bed instead of actually responding to the petition and
my accompanying letters in any positive, actionable way.
Instead of being concerned that I/people like me had a place to go when Nursing
Homes, Retirement Homes, Hospices and assisted Living had turned us down,
they just wanted to make sure I wasn't going to kill myself. Though the cops were
nice + agreed with my stance, this was very stressful as I'm not up for visitors,
am 100% bed-bound + can't speak.
My blood is still boiling. This is not a response appropriate to those with ME, which
the MOH would know if they had read the petition text. It made me so angry for
all of us who live with ME in a society where the only place that will take us when
no-one else will is the Dignitas Clinic for euthanasia (which I mention as a point
of truth instead of a recommendation). Infuriating. Also, sending cops to question
me resulting in further stress is just so typical of the present ethos of the medical
establishment: "We don't really care if you have no quality of life, or if our actions
cause you further loss of functioning; we just don't want you dying on our watch,
because, you know, too much paperwork".
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I redoubled efforts on the petition and will resubmit it again. So far the only
response I've gotten in writing was about ambulance transfers, which was not
even a topic of the petition.
This is a local issue, but a global concern. We've had respondents touched from
every continent (except for the Arctic + Antarctica), including folks from middle
eastern countries.
http://change.org has changed its formatting, and I can no longer keep changing
the close date, but I will keep going as long as I can.
Thanks so much for taking the time to care + share. I'll post again when I receive
a response appropriate to the petition.

Lisa Lugus
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Denmark
On May 12th, ME patients from 16 countries gathered in the streets
to protest due to the lack of research into ME.
Approximately 14.000 Danish ME sufferers are misplaced in Denmark’s healthcare
system because of doctors’ lacking knowledge of the mechanisms in the illness.
These doctors offer daily treatments which deteriorate the condition of ME
patients. This can bear serious consequences for individuals, and is in some cases
directly harmful.
It is imperative that Denmark opens its eyes towards the knowledge that exists
surrounding the illness in the neighboring countries Sweden and Norway.
Watch the video and get to know what the Danish ME Association is trying to get
accomplished: http://bit.ly/2shOHsq
Video transcript:
Today we’re in Nyhavn, where we protest for ME awareness by means of the shoes
that are standing behind me. The shoes have been collected by our members, and
serve the purpose of representing the ill people that are with us today. But they
can’t actually be here with us, so instead they’ve sent us their shoes, adorned
with a little tag listed with the things they miss in their lives.
Millions Missing - millions are missing. Millions in money towards research of this
illness is missing. But also, millions of them are missing. All the people afflicted
by the illness - stuck and unable to perform certain actions, unable to live their
work life, everyday life, family life and leisure life, because they are confined to
their homes, bedridden.
We wish for the Danish healthcare system to get more up to date with the newest
research data from abroad. It can’t be right that Norwegian and Swedish ME
patients are receiving biomedical treatment, while Danish patients keep getting
treated with psychotropic medication and physical therapy - both of which have a
deleterious effect on this group of patients.

Source: wall of the Danish ME-foreningen http://bit.ly/2tjkoQven
Submitted by Cathrine Engsig, vice-president
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Norway
It has been a busy spring for the Norwegian ME association.
We have regular meetings with parliamentarians. Many of the
regional teams have had their Annual meetings.
On the 12th May Professor Saugstad spoke about the new research in Oslo
during an event we arranged together with the Oslo/Akerhus regional team.
We have raised more than 200 000 NOK (± $ 24.000, € 21.000) for ME research.
We have also welcomed many new members and we are now with 4000.
Several of us just came back from London where representatives from Norway
participated in the Invest in ME conference on 2nd June.
On the 12th June Linda Tannenbaum from OMF visited Norway and spoke about
new ME-research of the End ME/CFS-group.

Submitted by Olav Osland
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Northern Ireland
We have some very important news to share, with permission from
the Health and Social Care Board Lead Commissioner for ME and
fibromyalgia, Mr. Iain DeBoys.
Dr. Ian Clements, Chairperson of the Health and Social Care Board has
confirmed, ALL 365 General Practitioner (GP) practises in Northern Ireland will
receive new updated informative on ME and fibromyalgia, including biomedical
research, confirming the very physical nature of the diseases. This decision was
agreed, by DOH officials attending the Stormont conference, immediately after
the speaker's presentations!
Further, more detailed information, will be posted as soon as possible, when
confirmed. We expect this breakthrough to happen within a maximum of 8 weeks
after further negotiations with the commissioners and Public Health Agency.
Hope 4 ME & Fibro Northern Ireland, has been bringing world experts and
researchers from around the world to N.I. since 2011 to educate decision makers,
in effect, it has taken six years to bring us to this welcome and much needed move
by the Department of Health.
We can again thank this year's speakers at our Seeking Solutions for ME and
Fibromyalgia' conference, Professor Mella, Linda Tannenbaum, David Tuller
and Dr. W. Weir, Dr. Christine McMaster and the others before them.
Previous educational conference speakers have included Professor Mark
VanNess, Dr. Derek Enlander, Dr. Judy Mikovits, Dr. Vance Spence
(MERUK) Dr. Gregor Purdie and Dr. Charles Shepherd (MEA), Dr. Pamela
Bell, Louise Skelly (P&CC) and Dr. Joe McVeigh, who have presented
educational information and groundbreaking research to the heart of our
government and healthcare decision makers in Northern Ireland. Thanks too to
Invest in ME and the Irish ME Trust who have helped and supported our efforts in
bringing international experts to Northern Ireland.
A more detailed report is being complied on the speaker's presentations at our
recent 'Seeking Solutions for ME and Fibromyalgia' educational event, held in
Stormont government headquarters, Belfast, 30/5/2017*

Submitted by Joan McParland
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A summary of the presentations is following this announcement – the MEGCeditors
Seeking Solutions for ME and Fibromyalgia
The Long Gallery, Parliament Buildings, Stormont, Belfast.
Tuesday, 30th May 2017, 2-6 pm
The “Seeking Solutions for ME and Fibromyalgia” conference in Stormont, on
Tuesday 30th May 2017, was hosted by Robbie Butler MLA and chaired by JoAnne Dobson. The speakers included myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME) specialists
from countries worldwide including USA, UK, and Norway. The event was well
attended, with key decision makers from the Northern Ireland Health and Social
Care Board, and the Irish Health Service Executive present. General Practitioners,
representatives from the allied health professions, and a few patient group and
carer representatives also attended.
Although there have been major steps forward in the field of ME/chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS), big challenges remain. Some of the most relevant problems and
new developments were addressed at the meeting and participants had the
opportunity for exchange of knowledge and experience through expert
presentations, questions, and educational discussion.
Joan McParland, and Sally Burch, of Hope 4 ME & Fibro NI took a few minutes
to explain the problems patients have with the current NICE guidelines on
exercise. Sally illustrated this with some personal data demonstrating the
abnormal heart rate responses of ME sufferers. She emphasised the importance
of the current NICE advice on heart rate monitoring during exercise.
ME specialists presenting at the conference provided evidence to confirm that ME
is a biological disease that results from the dysfunction of energy processing
mechanisms in the mitochondria.
Ms Tannenbaum, CEO of the Open Medicine Foundation (USA) explained that
disrupted levels of metabolites during glucose metabolism contribute to the
pathophysiology of ME. “ME is a debilitating biological disease resulting in a hypo
metabolic state in which glucose metabolism becomes decreased… it can strike
anyone at any-time,” she said.
Dr Weir, Consultant Physician and ME specialist, explained that although ME has
been documented as a recognisable condition since the1950’s, its underlying
cause and how patients should be managed has been controversial, with a large
influential body of scientists still categorising ME as a psychological/psychiatric
illness. However, ME patients have physiological features that differ from patients
without ME. “Normally, an exercise programme will cause an individual’s anaerobic
threshold to increase, but in ME, the anaerobic threshold decreases.” Dr Weir
said. He emphasized that rest rather than exercise is essential during the early
management of ME. He also mentioned the positive results he has had with a few
patients using an anti-retroviral drug, and his optimism for future treatments.
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However, the mechanisms of the disease processes in ME are complex and difficult
to elucidate. Research continues in the key areas of immunology, genomics,
virology and drug therapy to provide greater understanding of the disease and
offer the possibility of pharmacological treatment options.
Prof Olav Mella from Bergen University Hospital, Norway outlined a programme
of research using rituximab, which depletes B cells in the immune system, to treat
ME/CFS patients. Results from phase 1 and 2 trials were encouraging and results
from the ongoing Phase 3 trial are eagerly awaited.
Currently, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidelines
recommend graded exercise therapy (GET) and cognitive behavioural therapy as
treatment for patients with ME. These recommendations are based largely on the
UK PACE trial – the validity of which is challenged by many ME specialists and
patients.
David Tuller, a scientific journalist explained how he has questioned the
researchers of the PACE trial numerous times, seeking clarification about
methodology, outcomes and bias in the trial. To date, there have been no
satisfactory answers to his queries. He expressed his concern that the lack of an
open and honest dialogue about the PACE trial means patients will continue to
receive recommended ‘evidence-based’ GET therapy, potentially causing their ME
to worsen.
Specialist health services for ME patients remain an unmet need in Northern
Ireland. Dr Christine Mc Master, consultant in the Public Health Agency provided
an update on the latest developments towards the provision of a Medical Lead for
ME in Northern Ireland. The proposed part-time post (2.5 days a week) aims to
support ME patients and educate health professionals about ME and will be
advertised nationally in the British Medical Journal.
The event gave those in attendance much to think about, especially in relation to
the current NICE guidelines and their reliance on the biopsychosocial approach to
the treatments of both ME and fibromyalgia.
A buffet supper was provided after the event allowing for networking
opportunities, and discussions on the future of ME and fibromyalgia treatments.
A DVD of the event will be released in due course.

Source: http://hope4mefibro.org/seeking-solutions-summary-presentations/
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Poland
The ME-patients movement in Poland is still of recent days, but they
are very active on their Fb-wall Millions Missing Poland
(https://www.facebook.com/MillionsMissingPoland/)
This meaningful image was posted on June 11, 2017 and reads:
Head: ME/CFS – that’s more than ‘just’ fatigue
(Above the surface) This is what you see: fatigue
(Below the surface) What you do not see:
Dysfunctions:
Metabolic
Cognitive
Immunologic
Neurologic
Orthostatic
Gastrointestinal tract
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South Africa
Herewith all the media coverage's links we got for May awareness
month! Very grateful and proud!
http://bit.ly/2rDIXFT
http://bit.ly/2s8PtIa
http://bit.ly/2tuUmcd photo in an Eastern Cape newspaper 13 May
Interview on 12 May with RSG Radio (in Afrikaans) http://bit.ly/2sAlqKU
The Daily Vox interview on 12 May with Nomsa Gamedze
http://bit.ly/2rnW6Uj
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04xj4hn 45 minutes into this video an
interview of BBC Worldwide Service with the Foundation, thank you BBC!
http://bit.ly/2ta81q2 This is an interview we did with SABC 2 Health Talk.
We are truly grateful for the oportunity. One of the objectives of this
Foundation is to educate the medical profession as 1. they don't get taught
about ME/CFS at University and 2. medical practitioners don't have time to
stay on top of the latest research. This interview has made us even more
determined to inform medical practitioners. The neurologist (Prof Moodi)
agreed to meet with us in the near future. We are continuing to use the
term ME/CFS until research confirms whether they are 2 separate illnesses
or one a subset of the other as there are different onsets. We will most
definitely make contact with as many as possible medical practitioners, If
you live in South Africa please send us as many names of medical
practitioners we can send updated information on this illness.
http://bit.ly/2s90rO1 A video on the 12th - the blue lights were done at a
156-year-old andmark in South Africa - The Donkin Pyramid Lighthouse
Reserve
A beautiful overview of 12 May http://bit.ly/2ta9z31
KykNet TV news coverage http://bit.ly/2tv50Qo
Women's Health online article on 12 May http://bit.ly/2sAik9J
1 June we had an interview with a doctor and myself on a radio station called
Radio 702. It went very well, still waiting for the link.

Submitted by Retha Viviers
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Sweden
Exhaustion, even on the cellular level
Conferences on ME/CFS in Stockholm & Malmö
Cardinal Symptoms, biomarkers and possible treatment
Registration: http://www.rme.nu/konferens
The conferences are free and are primarily targeting healthcare professionals,
politicians and the media. The public is welcome, but there is a limit to how many
participants we can accommodate. Registration deadline is September 30. Some
of the lectures will be held in English and will be followed by a short Q&A.
Coffee/Tea will be served.
In Sweden, around 40 000 people are estimated to suffer from ME/CFS (Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome), classified as a neurological disease
by WHO (ICD-10 G93.3). The illness is often severely debilitating, but underdiagnosed. Ongoing international biomedical research is in the process of finding
diagnostic biomarkers and effective treatment.

The conference program in Stockholm (http://bit.ly/2sUpK4K)
Time:
Wednesday Oct 18th, 2017 1 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Venue:
Landstingssalen, Landstingshuset (the County Council Hall),
Hantverkargatan 45, Stockholm
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Subjects & speakers:
Anomalous microbiome and metabolic profiling in ME/CFS-patients.
Professor Maureen Hanson, Cornell University, New York
ME/CFS and the immune system: Where are we now?
Geraldine (Jo) Cambridge, PhD, Dep. Medicine, University College, London
Biomarkers for ME/CFS in cerebrospinal fluid
Prof Jonas Bergquist, Uppsala University
Neuroradiological studies in ME/CFS
Dr Per Julin, The ME/CFS unit, Stora Sköndal Neurorehabilitation Clinic,
Stockholm
If you have any practical questions about the Stockholm-conference,
contact:
stockholm@rme.nu

The conference program in Malmö (http://bit.ly/2rScAGT)
Time: Thursday Oct 19th, 2017 1 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Venue: Kockums Fritid, Västra Varvsgatan 8, Malmö (Room: Bio)
Subjects & speakers:
Infection triggered autoimmunity in ME/CFS. An explanatory model. –
Professor em. Jonas Blomberg, Uppsala University
Anomalous microbiome and metabolic profiling in ME/CFS-patients –
Professor Maureen Hanson, Cornell University, New York
ME/CFS and the immune system:
Where are we now? –
Geraldine (Jo) Cambridge, PhD,
Dep. Medicine, University College, London
Aktivitetsförmåga och delaktighet hos personer med ME/CFS (presented in
Swedish). Occupational therapist Ewa Wadhagen – Wedlund,
the ME/CFS unit, Stora Sköndal Neurorehabilitation clinic, Stockholm
Panel discussion.
Healthcare for ME-patients in Region Skåne

If you have any practical questions about the Malmö-conference,
contact: skane@rme.nu
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The Netherlands
Cards4ufromME
Severe ME-patient Lieke Kops had a passion for photography
and
then
she
was
struck
by
severe
ME
(see
http://www.liekekops.nl/Passion_1.html where she shares her personal story for
the first time…). She’s selling postcards of which 40% of the revenues (ex P&P)
will go to the End ME/CFS-project of the OMF. Lieke writes:
Welcome to my shop!
I am Lieke Kops from the Netherlands and I have a passion for macro
photography! By enlarging dragonflies and other creatures, you can see how
beautiful they are both in structure and colouring. Nature is my home, so it's very
important for me to work as neat as possible by minimizing damage and
disruption.
From each order 40% of purchase costs without shipping costs goes to
OMF/ biomedical ME research!
This is the link to my shop: https://en.dawanda.com/shop/Lieke-Kops
You can also pass your wishes through a PM.
I sell three different card sets and set combinations. One-set contents: Five large
postcards (18.5cm by 12.5cm) plus five envelopes in a beautiful package! Sorry
for the high shipping costs
On my website http://www.liekekops.nl you can see a lot of my photos. I feel
excited because I can share my photos in a different way now. In my little shop,
you can buy flat cards (different sets and combinations of sets). Many thanks to
designer Jeroen Koning. I couldn't do it without him.
You can send the cards to family, friends or acquaintances. Or you can frame a
card. I will send it to you in a nice package, so you can give it away if you want
to. I hope you will like it! Thank you!
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Currently two other persons in the Netherlands did set up projects to increase
awareness of ME and to raise funds (partially) for the Open Medicine Foundation.
We will dwell upon them in future issues of the MEGC and just mention them here:
#undauerME #art2cureME #millionsmissing
A unique art project to raise awareness for Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (M.E.)
through (performance) art launched in May 2017 by professional artists.
It continues until it stops so more work will be added along the way.
English version: http://anilvanderzee.com/undauer-eng/
Donations: http://anilvanderzee.com/research-donations/
KissMEGoodbye
https://www.facebook.com/kissMEgoodbyeOMF/
Challenge invented by a 9-year old daughter of a severe ME-patient,
#kissMEgoodbye is committed to all ME patients around the world.
For example, they have instructions (memes) in 10 languages.
They hope that the support for this challenge will be increasing, as ripples on
water so that more money can be donated to the OMF project.
http://www.kissmegoodbyeomf.com
Facebook: http://bit.ly/2l0WZ1H
https://twitter.com/KMGchallenge
Donations: http://bit.ly/2lzTend

Advices
Health
Council
of
the
Netherlands
on
ME
to
Dutch parliament: half a year’s delay
With the approval of Dr. Nico de Neeling, secretary to the ME/CFS committee of
the Health Council of the Netherlands which was to advise the Dutch parliament
on the state of affairs of ME before the summer of 2017, we are sharing the news
that the process to come to such advices is being delayed with some five months.
This is caused by his lingering disease since a couple of months which causes him
such impediments to fully participate in the process of the committee that he
discussed the matter with the board of the Health Council.
The board came to the decision that the process itself should not be changed or
altered but will be delayed with a couple of months.
It is difficult to assess which impact this delay may have on the final texts but it
speaks for itself that outcomes of significant large trials (like the 3 rd phase
rituximab-trial) during the rest of 2017 have to be included, as the Health Council
has been tasked to advise the parliament on the most current state of knowledge
of the disease.
Because of this delay, the petition ME isn’t MU(P)S is being extended until the end
of June and if necessary even somewhat longer. So please continue to sign and
help your Dutch fellow-sufferers: http://bit.ly/2e2Nsq7
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United Kingdom
ME Research UK
In the first half of this year, ME Research UK awarded funding for
two research projects looking at different aspects of ME/CFS and its treatment.
An immunosignature assay for rituximab therapy?
As a new randomised trial in Norway investigates the potential of rituximab as a
treatment for ME/CFS, Prof. David Patrick and his team at the University of
British Columbia plan to use samples from that trial in developing an
immunosignature to identify those patients most likely to benefit from the drug.
Rituximab is an antibody that attacks B-lymphocytes, a type of white blood cell.
The drug has been used to treat some cancers and autoimmune disorders, and a
scientific report in 2011 suggested that the symptoms of ME/CFS could be
improved by treatment with Rituximab.
A randomized, placebo-controlled trial of the drug is now being conducted at five
centres in Norway. However, Rituximab is also associated with potentially serious
side-effects, so it would be valuable to be able to identify those patients who will
respond, so that those unlikely to benefit can be spared these adverse effects.
In preliminary work, Prof. Patrick identified an immunosignature containing 200
chemical compounds that differentiated responders from non-responders 92% of
the time.
ME Research UK is funding a new project to investigate whether these results can
be confirmed in a larger sample of 152 patients taking part in the Norwegian
Rituximab trial.
The role of autoantibodies in ME/CFS
Following on from their findings that levels of autoantibodies against adrenergic
receptors are increased in some people with ME/CFS, Dr Madlen Löbel and Prof.
Carmen Scheibenbogen at the Institute of Medical Immunology in Berlin plan
to explore the potential links between these autoantibodies and some of the
symptoms of the illness.
Autoantibodies occur when the immune system wrongly identifies the body’s own
healthy cells as harmful and produces antibodies against them. This can lead to
the development of a so-called autoimmune disease such as multiple sclerosis or
lupus.
Some recent research suggests that autoantibodies may also have a role in
ME/CFS, at least in some patients, and last year Dr Löbel and Prof.
Scheibenbogen found that nearly a third of ME/CFS patients they studied had
increased levels of autoantibodies against adrenergic receptors. Furthermore,
these levels decreased in individuals who responded to treatment with Rituximab.
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ME Research UK has awarded funding to continue these investigations by looking
at the function of these β2 adrenergic receptor autoantibodies in ME/CFS, and
their association with a wide range of clinical and immunological measures.
In this way, the researchers hope to discover which of these symptoms and
immune abnormalities might be affected by the presence of these potentially
harmful autoantibodies.

Submitted by Dr. David Newton / MERUK

Invest in ME is currently collecting funds for 4 major projects: B-cell/rituximab
study, a Gut-microbiota study, a Centre of Excellence and a fund to support
medical students in ME More info on http://bit.ly/2tj55Yc
Here are recent updates of the first two ones.
Following another successful week of research meetings in London – with the
International Biomedical Research into ME Colloquium 7 and the 12th
International ME Conference IiMEC 12 – we have good news of a new update to
our B-cell / Rituximab projects being funded at the UK Centre of Excellence for ME
– which brings the total raised so far for projects to £ 513.000,=.
The supporters of Invest in ME Research continue to amaze and our powerful team
carries on in the mission to change the landscape of research into ME, which will
lead to a change in treatment and perception of this disease by media, the public
and, importantly, within healthcare systems.
As we prepare for the results from the Norwegian multi-centre phase 3-trial we
will prepare by collaborating with the team at Haukeland University Hospital in
Bergen, Norway. A new visit by the Haukeland team is aimed for the autumn, the
previous one having taken place last January.
A Senior Research Associate is being searched to assist the UEA team
(MacGregor, Carding, Wileman) in designing interventional studies into the role
of B cell depletion in ME that extend work currently being completed by
collaborators in Norway.

Source: http://bit.ly/2srsfLU
All info about Invest in ME’s Rituximab-trial: http://bit.ly/1nwwESE where the
genesis and development of this project is being described
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A new update to Invest in ME’s gut microbiota and related projects being
performed at the UK Centre of Excellence in Norwich Research Park brings the
total raised so far for projects there to £ 190.000.
The project is led by Prof. Simon Carding of the Institute of Food Research/the
University of East Anglia. Dr. Amolak Bansal of Epsom and St. Helier NHS Trust
is in the team and providing the patient cohort. PhD student Daniel Vipond is
performing the work. Navena Navaneetharia and Bharat Harbham are
assisting him. Navena will spend time with Prof. Maureen Hanson at Cornell
University in Ithaca, New York State. Bharat will spend time with Prof. Angela
Vincent of Oxford University.
A description of this project you will find here: http://bit.ly/2tEspyN

Source: http://bit.ly/2shmsdj
Both links submitted by Jo Best
Let’s Do it For ME (https://www.facebook.com/ldifme/) is an unparalleled body of
patients, families and advocates with an enormous variety of fundraising
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USA
ME-May in the USA
Through combined effort of MEAction and SMCI and lots of patients
advocates during the month of May the following events took place.
Info from the Spring 2017 newsletter of the SMCI

“We were successful in getting 9 elected officials to post on social media
(compared to 2 last year) and sent thousands of messages to members of
congress to get their attention and support. During a two-week period in May, we
successfully completed:
71 meetings with Washington DC congressional offices
8 meetings face to face with members of congress
A sponsored Capitol Hill briefing with remarks from Senator Ed Markey
(MA)
2 online actions resulting in over 3,327 messages to congress about ME/CFS
3 FREE online training webinars for ME/CFS advocates
dozens of local district meetings across the country
a nationwide call-in day to members of congress
Two successfully passed state resolutions on ME/CFS
1,161 advocates who took action on ME/CFS
6 tweets from politicians
“On May 17, 2017 52 ME/CFS advocates (composed ME/CFS patients and their
loved ones) met with 72 members of congress and their representatives in
Washington DC. Our efforts represented 56 different states, districts, and
territories from across the country. Locally, over 25 district meetings took place
(that we know of so far!) with more meeting reports coming in every day.
“Thanks to the tenacity of Rivka Solomon, Senator Ed Markey of
Massachusetts has stepped up as a champion for ME/CFS and his first act was to
sponsor a senate briefing to get his colleagues in Congress educated too. On May
18, 2017, the Senator opened the briefing with a sincere speech followed by
presentations from Jennifer Brea, co-founder of #MEAction, Dr. Zaher Nahle,
Chief Scientific Officer and Vice President for Research at the Solve ME/CFS
Initiative, and Carol Head, President of SMCI. The briefing covered the patient
experience, debunked myths about ME/CFS, updated staff on research efforts in
the ME/CFS field, and summarized the policy environment and specific requests
for members of Congress. View the full video of the briefing on Youtube
(http://bit.ly/2sPZ7Rl) and download the slides and handouts here
(http://bit.ly/2sSJ7Oe).
Taken from the spring 2017 SMCI-newsletter http://bit.ly/2riV27V

Submitted by Chris Smiley
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12. Events
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June 29 & 30, CFSAC Meeting
The next CFSAC meeting will be held on June 29th and 30th. It will be a webinar.
The dialing information will be posted on the CFSAC website in the upcoming days.
The Pediatric Education Workgroup will be reporting to CFSAC on the work they
have been doing thus far. The Working Group would like to hear from the public
regarding the following:
Are there any tasks would you like to see the Workgroup focus on in the
future? If not, do you have any suggestions for future workgroups?
In your experiences what are the greatest challenges for children suffering
from ME/CFS in dealing with the school system?
If you have the appropriate experiences, please indicate your opinion as to
whether or not the level of knowledge and cooperation between schools and
children suffering from ME/CFS improved or deteriorated over the past
several years?
Do you have a story to share about a student suffering from ME/CFS who
has been successful in continuing his/her education (that sharing would
promote the success of other students with ME/CFS attempting to continue
their education despite being disabled with ME/CFS?
If you would like to speak to the Committee and Work Group members on the
issues above, please email the CFSAC inbox. Five minutes speaking opportunities
will be granted on a first come first serve basis.
The dial-in Information for the upcoming CFSAC webinar meeting is:
Call in Number 1-888-788-9429
Participant Passcode: 4510479
Webinar: http://bit.ly/2shwgUy

The CFSAC Support Team
Email: cfsac@hhs.gov
Website: http://www.hhs.gov/ash/advisory-committees/cfsac/index.html
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August 12, Community
Symposium On The Molecular
Basis Of ME/CFS
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Research Center at Stanford University
Sponsored by Open Medicine Foundation (http://bit.ly/2sdzC8s)
Saturday, August 12, 2017
Come hear from our amazing team in person! A
unique and unprecedented opportunity to learn
from and interact with these world-class scientists.
This exciting symposium will follow a 2-day
meeting of our collaborative team of world-renowned scientists.
To date we have been able to develop a potential diagnostic and treatment assay
using our new nanofabricated device on a few patients and healthy controls. We
have also generated a fairly large amount of molecular data on a few patients,
which has pointed to pathways that should help us understand the disease. Our
collaborative team meeting will allow for in-depth scientific discussion of ME/CFS
research results, and for strategizing on the best way forward for the scientific
community.
At the Community Symposium, the scientists will update patients and any
interested members of the public on our progress towards understanding the
molecular basis of ME/CFS and our plans for the future.
Only together can we solve this incredibly complex and horrific disease.
Please register as soon as possible! Space is limited. (http://bit.ly/2srwFT8)
Ronald W. Davis, , Stanford Genome Technology Center
Director, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Research Center at
StanfordUniversity Director, Open Medicine Foundation
Scientific Advisory Board
Linda Tannenbaum
Foundation
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CEO/President

Open

Medicine

Event details
Where:

Paul Brest Hall, 555 Salvatierra Walk
Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA

When:

Saturday, August 12, 2017

Schedule: Registration: 8:00 am
Symposium: 9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Reception to follow
Cost:

$75 per person (includes program, breakfast, lunch and reception)

Additional Information:
Invited Scientists: http://bit.ly/2shklq4

Hotels Near Stanford University http://bit.ly/2sNTSl2
Register Here http://bit.ly/2srwFT8
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October 18, Chronic Exhaustion
Chronic Exhaustion, even on the cellular level
Conferences on ME/CFS in Stockholm & Malmö
Cardinal Symptoms, biomarkers and possible treatment
Registration: http://www.rme.nu/konferens
The conferences are free and are primarily targeting healthcare professionals,
politicians and the media. The public is welcome, but there is a limit to how many
participants we can accommodate. Registration deadline is September 30. Some
of the lectures will be held in English and will be followed by a short Q&A.
Coffee/Tea will be served.
In Sweden, around 40 000 people are estimated to suffer from ME/CFS (Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome), classified as a neurological disease
by WHO (ICD-10 G93.3). The illness is often severely debilitating, but underdiagnosed. Ongoing international biomedical research is in the process of finding
diagnostic biomarkers and effective treatment.

The conference program in Stockholm (http://bit.ly/2sUpK4K)
Time:
Wednesday Oct 18th, 2017 1 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Venue:
Landstingssalen, Landstingshuset (the County Council Hall),
Hantverkargatan 45, Stockholm
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Subjects & speakers:
Anomalous microbiome and metabolic profiling in ME/CFS-patients.
Professor Maureen Hanson, Cornell University, New York
ME/CFS and the immune system: Where are we now?
Geraldine (Jo) Cambridge, PhD, Dep. Medicine, University College, London
Biomarkers for ME/CFS in cerebrospinal fluid
Prof Jonas Bergquist, Uppsala University
Neuroradiological studies in ME/CFS
Dr Per Julin, The ME/CFS unit, Stora Sköndal Neurorehabilitation Clinic,
Stockholm
If you have any practical questions about the Stockholm-conference,
contact:
stockholm@rme.nu

The conference program in Malmö (http://bit.ly/2rScAGT)
Time: Thursday Oct 19th, 2017 1 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Venue: Kockums Fritid, Västra Varvsgatan 8, Malmö (Room: Bio)
Subjects & speakers:
Infection triggered autoimmunity in ME/CFS. An explanatory model. –
Professor em. Jonas Blomberg, Uppsala University
Anomalous microbiome and metabolic profiling in ME/CFS-patients –
Professor Maureen Hanson, Cornell University, New York
ME/CFS and the immune system:
Where are we now? –
Geraldine (Jo) Cambridge, PhD,
Dep. Medicine, University College, London
Aktivitetsförmåga och delaktighet hos personer med ME/CFS (presented in
Swedish). Occupational therapist Ewa Wadhagen – Wedlund,
the ME/CFS unit, Stora Sköndal Neurorehabilitation clinic, Stockholm
Panel discussion.
Healthcare for ME-patients in Region Skåne

If you have any practical questions about the Malmö-conference,
Contact: skane@rme.nu
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June 2, Summary 12th Invest In
ME
I was privileged to attend the 12thInvest in ME Research International conference
on 2ndJune in Westminster, London. This followed a 2-day colloquium where many
of the top International ME/CFS researchers had gathered to discuss their work.
At the conference, there was a full day of presentations by a wide range of
International speakers on a variety of associated topics.
The first presentation was by Dr Ian Charles (leader of the Quadram Institute,
Norwich, UK), who outlined the development of the UK Centre of Excellence for
ME/CFS. He told us there are likely to be approximately 250,000 with ME/CFS in
the UK, of which 25,000 are children and young people. Up to 84% may not yet
be diagnosed. Possible causes were outlined, which included dysbiosisof the
microbiota and possible auto-reactivity to commensal microbes.
Dr Vicki Whittemore (NIH, USA) is programme director of the National Institute
of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS). A current study is looking at 40
patients, 20 controls and 20 recovered Lyme disease patients. An extensive
analysis and bio-specimen collection is being undertaken. Funding opportunity
announcements include: Determining the aetiology and pathology of ME/CFS,
identification of subtypes, long-term studies and outcome measures and potential
treatment targets. A timeline for setting these up is within the next 3-6 months.
Long-term goals were discussed including support of treatment trials and
improvement in quality of life.
Professor Donald Staines (Griffith University, Qld, Australia) discussed their
paper “Impaired calcium mobilization and dysregulation of transient receptor
potential melastatin 3 (TRPM3) ion channels in Natural Killer (NK) cells from
CFS/ME”. Their group were the first to identify TRPM3 on NK cells. There is
impaired calcium mobilization. They also have studied NK cells, and find function
and expression significantly reduced. Calcium is an important intracellular cellsignalling messenger. Manipulation of TRPM3 function may lead to therapeutic
interventions.
Professor Nancy Klimas (Miami, Florida) reported on their genetic signature
study. She pointed out that genetic studies are expensive, and large numbers of
patients are needed – as many as 30,000 to be finding significant differences,
therefore much funding is needed. She is part of a very large team. She outlined
the symptoms of the illness. Basic single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) methods
can be used. A SNP is a single mutation in a gene – we have thousands of these
(maybe 10 million), which make us the individuals we are.
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The approach using genetic data and symptom questionnaires could be used to
look at potential treatments, diagnostic tests etc. Targeted treatments could be
developed and tailored. The gene study is unique and a huge challenge. Is there
a genetic signature which determines why one person recovers and another
remains ill?
Dr Jakob Theorell (Karolinska Institutet, Sweden) works focusing on the
understanding of the mechanisms of disease in patients suffering from chronic
immunodeficiency syndromes. He has been studying NK cells and cytotoxic T-cells
in ME/CFS. SNPs keep us in balance. Cytotoxic lymphocytes, part of our immune
memory, have been found in other studies to be dysfunctional in ME/CFS. Effector
cells attach to target cells. Assays using whole blood lymphocytes can be used to
detect the impairments. Variables could select patients from controls. Cytotoxic
lymphocyte counts can be done as well as looking at cytotoxic proteins. In
ME/CFS, NK cell “killing” is reported as reduced.
Professor Jo Cambridge/Fane Mensah (University College Hospital, London)
works in the area of B-cell depletion treatment (Rituximab) in rheumatoid arthritis.
Rituximab only works in sero-positive patients, not sero-negative. After
treatment, there is a delayed return of B cells – memory cells having been left
behind, leading to gradual repopulation of the B cells. The number of B cells
returning is not related to relapse. Rituximab works if auto-immunity is present.
It stops new B cells differentiating to plasma cells. It also stops the interaction of
B-cells with T-cells. Relapse occurs when B cells start to mature. An aberrant
immune response is occurring. There are 2 types of patients: responders and nonresponders. Their conclusions were that B cell subsets can be used to test
metabolic changes. Antibodies can be involved in ME/CFS, and is there perhaps a
role of metabolic processing in ME/CFS?
Professor Simon Carding (Norwich, UK) presented his team of young
researchers from the University of East Anglia, who are researching the gut
virome. The aim of all this work was to look at suppression of the immune
response – possibly with drugs, to look at bacterial therapy (possibly faecal
transplants) and to do a Rituximab clinical trial.
Associate Professor Mady Hornig (Columbia University, NY, USA) discussed gut
metabolome-immune disturbances in ME/CFS subsets. She discussed the
influences of genetic factors, epigenetic regulation and environmental exposures
during pregnancy and later life. Infection and immune factors have been shown
to be relevant in some brain disorders. Normal microbiota modulate. There has
been a staged strategy for pathogen discovery in immune-related brain disorders.
Many viruses and bacteria have been proposed as possibly associated with
ME/CFS. Viruses are likely to activate immune signaling in the CNS.
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She discussed profiles of immune markers, mechanisms of fever production and
development of POTS. Viruses entering the brain can be associated with circulating
cytokines crossing the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and with sympathetic NS
activitybrain development. There is often gastro-intestinal comorbidity in brain
conditions (e.g. Irritable bowel syndrome in ME/CFS). In ME/CFS there is less
diversity of the microbiota. Toxins, bacteria and undigested foods can escape into
the bloodstream. Bacteria from the microbiome can cross the BBB to cause
microglial effects. There may be an autoimmune basis.
Professor Olav Mella (University of Bergen, Norway) started by giving a review
of their clinical studies focusing on the use of RituxME (Rituximab) and CycloME
(cyclophosphamide). Earlier studies indicated that B-lymphocyte depletion may
result in symptom improvement in a subgroup of ME/CFS patients. A Phase 3
double-blind, placebo-controlled intervention study with rituximab is now
underway and due to be unblinded in October 2017. The cyclophosphamide trial
resulted from a positive response by 2 out of 3 breast cancer patients treated with
the drug, who also had ME/CFS. The level of the dose is very different in noncancer patients. This study will finish in July. So far there are some good
responses. The drug induces an early menopause.
A new study has been started with CycloME with slightly less frequent injections.
They also want to do metabolite analysis on the serum, and also look at the effects
of patient serum on metabolites. They are finding that normal cells behave
differently in ME/CFS serum, then in controls.
His conclusions were: ME/CFS is an immune system disease, with mitochondrial
abnormalities and a lack of ATP. There are thus widespread symptoms from
multiple systems, with compensation mechanisms. When improving, all symptoms
appear to improve simultaneously. Their future depends on the outcome of the
Rituximab study, and the pursuit of cyclophosphamide intervention.
Professor Warren Tate (University of Otago, New Zealand) started by explaining
how he, as a biochemist had come to be involved in ME/CFS research. His 14year-old daughter had developed the illness after EBV. He graphically likened the
research to the piecing together of a jigsaw puzzle. He is researching a small
number of patients employing the technique of Precision Medicine (many tests on
a small number of patients). The idea was discussed of the potential value of
studying one patient long-term with regular (say monthly) analyses of many
biochemical and immune parameters. This would be particularly important to see
what was occurring during relapses and remissions.
Professor Ron Davis (Stanford, California, USA) also has pioneered his ME/CFS
research as a result of having a severely ill son. He says this is no doubt a
molecular disease, and there have been many molecular breakthroughs. New
technology is developing fast. The aims should be to look at the mechanism of the
disease, a diagnostic tool and then treatment. A biomarker needs to be
inexpensive. And there is opportunity to develop molecular therapies.
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His team is using a Big-Data approach: 20 severely ill patients, 10 controls and 8
families (including unaffected members who are ideal controls). The overall
number of controls is reduced as each analysis for them costs as much as for the
patients. A very long list of factors which are being measured was shown. Various
results and ongoing studies, innovations and potential studies were presented.
Finally, he discussed the fact that patients may get benefit from side effects from
drugs used in other illnesses. For example, Suramin, an old drug discovered in
1916, is used in Africa to treat sleeping sickness. It shuts down the serogenic
receptor, and works by inhibiting the signaling function of ATP. It is being trialled
for use in autism. It is also possible it may help in ME/CFS. One dose only,
administered IV may be needed. But the drug is not now easily available.
The conference concluded with a question and answer session and comments from
Dr Ian Gibsonabout how far and excitingly the research has advanced. Invest
in ME Research were thanked for the enormous amount of effort put in to
organizing this event.

Rosamund Vallings MNZM, MBBS
Auckland, NZ
Link to the entire report: http://bit.ly/2rt01hG
Link to the entire report: http://bit.ly/2rt01hG
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13. Column – The Kite
Sometimes, in the gap between mountains, I can
see the sky is dreaming of summer and I get
more life returned to me. It is a power coursing
through me. It is a magic at my fingertips, and as
I flex them there is nothing I can't hold.
I am who I am again, without the weight of pain
dulling the edges of me like a blunt knife in your
kitchen drawer.
I am who I am again, without the curtains pulled down over my eyes, without the
dust settling on the piano keys of my spirit; and I remember how to play.
I am all inner cartwheels. I am energy and joy and mischief. Shake the ketchup
bottle for years on end, then let the lid fly off while it is still in motion. That
moment is me. All the sauce a glass bottle could contain released into the
atmosphere at once. Flinging itself gleefully at a world which may or may not be
prepared for it.
Then, the pain adjusts in me, like the tension on a kite and I become a load
bearing wall. The magic falters, and it fades. I lose part of me. It is a pebble
sinking below the water, and the last bubbles as it disappears are sorrowed sighs.
I don't have the resources for the whole of my own national grid. So, the lights
wink out. The meter stops. The street lamps flicker.
But, I have met me once more and I am glad.

Sarah Louise Jordan
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14. Connecting You To M.E.
Leonard A. Jason, Ph.D. DePaul University - Chicago, USA
“The future of the field is in connecting the many patient and
scientific groups into one larger body that is united for change.
Any events that bring people together across countries and
organizations should be promoted.

“The message is simple, we have more impact with numbers, and when we
flex our collective muscles, then we become a movement like the civil
rights, women’s and disability revolutions of the 60s, 70s and 80s.”

The HIV/AIDS groups changed policy throughout the world, but they did it by
keeping their focus on critical issues and demanding change, and although the
voices in that movement were also divided, for a few things like increased funding
and provision of services, they were all together.”
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